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The Complete Text of the Indictment of the Second Group of Accused in the Project 

for a Velvet Coup 

According to the Reporter for Fars News Agency, the following is the complete text of 

the accused in the velvet coup: 

“Lord, For that which you have favored me, I will never aid the criminals.” (Koran, al-

Qasas: 17) 

Honorable president of the 15th branch of the Islamic Revolutionary Court of Tehran. 

As you have been apprised, after the maximal presence of the God-loving and proud 

people of Islamic Iran in the tenth presidential elections and their answering the 

appeal of the Supreme Leader (May his lengthy shadow lengthen!) in renewing the 

covenant with the aspirations of the late Imam (May God have mercy on him!) in the 

thirtieth year since the Islamic Revolution’s victory, which has confirmed in the world 

a golden page in religious democracy and an unprecedented record of the presence 

of the people, a refractory current is trying to sow sedition and blacken this great 

source of pride and undo society’s order and security and upset public opinion and 

utilitize opposition media and opportunist individuals and have relationships with 

foreigners and use the capacities of counter-revolutionary groups which have for 

years sought an opportunity to deal a blow to our Islamic country’s security and, 

through planning a conspiracy and a deceptive scenario, claim fraud and falsification 

in the elections to try to turn one of the Islamic Republic of Iran’s political system’s 

greatest sources of political pride into a security battle and a propaganda weapon for 

a coup against the system. 

During yesterday’s session, in the first introduction to the Tehran court’s charges, the 

indications that these riots had been planned in advance and the documents proving 

the recent organized and planned crimes were presented to the court. During this 

session, the planning, including planning by foreign countries opposed to the Islamic 

Republic of Iran, with the intention of collapsing [the system] and staging a soft coup 

in Iran and intervening in the post-presidential election events [and] operations by the 



counter-revolutionary and terrorist grouplets and their role in the events after the 

elections and the recent riots will be presented. 

A) Planning by foreign countries opposed to the Islamic Republic of Iran with the 

intention of staging a soft coup in Iran and their intervention in the events after the 

elections to the presidency. 

The victory of the Islamic revolution and the threat to foreign imperialist interests 

domestically and in the strategic region of the Persian Gulf has resulted in the rise of 

the West’s hostility against the Islamic Republic of Iran, and for just this reason and in 

various periods, the execution of numerous political and intelligence plots to confront 

the [Islamic Republican] system were put on their agendas. 

On the other hand, the difficulties of the West, led by America, in quagmires in Iraq 

and Afghanistan and the Zionist regime’s defeat in the 33 day war with Hezbollah 

and the 22 day war in Gaza reduced the likelihood and ability of using military force 

against the Islamic Republic of Iran and for this very reason put the creation of a 

structural change in the Islamic Republic of Iran’s sacred system through new 

intelligence and secret and soft measures on the West’s agenda. Along these lines, 

the issue of cyberspace, satellite media, etc. were used by foreigners as effective 

and new tools to change opinions and, according to the West’s culture of espionage, 

changing opinions will in turn lay the basis for changing behavior and, ultimately, 

changing the country’s structure. 

Along these lines, the new policies of the West, particularly the United States and 

Britain, to confront the Islamic Republic of Iran are based on three principles: 

1. Democratization (democracy for Western aims and interests);  

2. Keeping the [Islamic Republican] system preoccupied domestically by creating 

domestic insecurity and intensifying conflicts;  

3. Reining in the Islamic Republic of Iran’s regional power;  

It has been confirmed that in order to achieve these goals, utilizing the media, public 

diplomacy, create populist [mardomnahad] organizations and networks and 

oppositional organizations with the goal of inciting civil disobedience and rolling out a 

project of non-violent struggle will play the most important roles and enormous 

budgets and new means of communication have been set aside for this. On the other 

hand, Western spy agencies were not negligent in taking advantage of all domestic 



opportunities and resources afforded by the opposition, which is considered to be 

their operational and executive arms, and the above-mentioned groups, including the 

illegal group the Freedom Movement, are playing the role of perpetuating insecurity 

and embroiling the system in strife and playing the role of pawns and the enemy’s 

fifth column. 

Along the same lines, the Hypocrite grouplet [the Organization of People’s Mojahedin 

of Iran--OPMI] and the separatist and ethnic currents, led and supported by 

foreigners, create political and ethnic differences and an atmosphere of crisis, are 

hastening to implement anti-security programs during the days of the presidential 

elections. An example of their aims and efforts can be considered the effort to 

assassinate a candidate for the presidency and blame it on the system in order to 

create an accusation against the system’s authorities, spread differences, and create 

doubt in various social layers. 

Methods to destroy the Islamic Republic: 

In order to advance these policies, the enemies of the system (of the sacred Islamic 

Republic of Iran—comment in the original) put the planning, sketching, and execution 

axes of the methods of destroying the Islamic Republic of Iran’s in the hands of spy 

agencies and dependent institutions, some of which are: 

1. Propaganda about and spreading word of the necessity for political regime 

change;  

2. International support from labor unions, craftsmen, groups which so-called 

defended human rights and civil organizations which opposed the Islamic 

Republic;  

3. Actions for economic boycotts against the Islamic Republic of Iran;  

4. Secret financial support to oppositional forces in the system;  

5. Identifying, attracting, and strengthening effective centers and individuals and 

layers in society such as women, youth, NGOs, etc., to achieve specific ends;  

Noting the time table on the country’s calendar for holding the 2009 presidential 

elections, the program for executing the above ends [sic] through foreigners via 

opportunists among the existing liberals for staging a soft coup in the Islamic 

Republic of Iran under the cover of public diplomacy and covert action entered the 

stage of execution. 

Soft coup and covert action: 



A soft coup which is disguised and is referred to as public diplomacy in order to make 

it appear normal in public opinion has the following special qualities: 

From the point of view of a Western intelligence institution: 

“Public diplomacy pursues the following goal: to protect our national security and 

interests in other country’s through knowledge, awareness, and influencing the 

people of other countries and through a dialogue between our citizens and their 

foundations and colleagues abroad.” 

A soft coup from the Western perspective is the same as imposing the values and 

frameworks of thought which govern Western societies on other societies that they 

might thereby automatically make the system of that country a target of influence and 

align it with the ruling system’s policies. 

The goal of the West’s public diplomacy is “nations” and its course and ultimate aim 

is to exert influence with the intent of easing policies conducive to covert operations 

and overthrow. Along these lines, covert actions in the context of public diplomacy 

require the employment of the most intricate aggressive psychological operational 

techniques. 

1. Getting the government to take positions which they want by exerting popular 

pressure;  

2. Creating an atmosphere of distrust concerning the system’s officials and 

disrupting the means of decision-making;  

3. Distracting society’s public opinion from the system’s interests and principles 

and spreading means the means it has in mind in society by sowing doubts in 

the system’s values;  

4. Creating differences in various trends of society and dissension and division 

between the people and the government by accusing the system’s leaders and 

officials of lying;  

5. [Creating] dissent in intellectual, ethnic, religious, etc. groups with the aim of 

disrupting national unity;  

In expressing the importance of this part of the secret measures, a Western 

countries’ foreign minister declared, “At the present time, our efforts in the field of 

public diplomacy are much more important than other measures, so that these efforts 

are inseparable from our foreign policy faced with oppositional governments.” 

The West’s national security strategy after the collapse of the former Soviet Union 



has been planned and rebuilt to conform with international developments. It has 

determined its duties for those countries’ various security establishments for the 

effective execution of this strategy and has compiled security-leadership reports on 

this matter. 

A point worth noting in the agendas of these reports is the orientation of their 

measures towards covert action and their negative view of military war and their 

proposing “a soft war” or “internal collapse” in the case of the Islamic Republic. 

The policies planned against Iran speak to the West’s strategy against the Islamic 

Republic and within the framework of public diplomacy and the importance of utilizing 

it is to such an extent that these reports might be named the West’s Covert Action 

Manifesto against the Islamic Republic. 

One of the West’s senior security officials declared, in expressing the importance of 

employing strategies known as public diplomacy against Iran, “Iran, due to the 

vastness of its territory, the quality of its population, the character of its human 

resources, its military means, its abundant natural resources, and its distinguished 

geographical position in the Middle East and the region’s heartland has become an 

unparalleled power which can no longer be overthrown by military attack.” 

The important axes of the reports, which emphasize the necessity for using public 

diplomacy tactics, speak of a program which the West’s politicians have in mind as 

public diplomacy against the Islamic Republic: 

1. Exploiting internal differences within Iran;  

2. Utilizing a soft coup instead of military measures;  

3. Inciting civil disobedience in university organizations and NGOs and trade 

organizations as important tools to exert pressure on Iran;  

4. The need to emphasize the presence of international supervision over the 

elections;  

5. Demagogic support for human rights and democracy in Iran;  

6. Setting in motion and strengthening numerous radio and television networks 

with the intent of denigrating and deceiving the people;  

7. Supporting the domestic opposition;  

8. Easing the activating of NGOs aligned with the West;  

9. Easing the granting of visas for people who are groomed by the West and 

support its goals;  



10. Inviting young Iranian activists with the intention of participating in seminars 

outside the country to attract and tendentiously educate them as they did in 

countries like Serbia, the Philippines, Indonesia, Chile, the Ukraine, etc.;  

On the other hand, part of its security doctrines includes: 

“We will perhaps not be faced with a challenge from any country more serious than 

from Iran. We have other concerns regarding Iran which are as important as the 

nuclear issue. Our concerns will ultimately be solved when the Iranian government 

makes the leadership decision to change is policies and open its political system and 

give its people freedom. This is our ultimate aim. Our policy is to spread interaction 

with the people of Iran. In order to do away with oppression and increase democracy, 

we will use all the political, economic, diplomatic, and other tools at our disposal, 

including 

• Exposing cases of violations of human rights;  

• Supporting reformists through holding meetings in our State Government and 

embassies;  

• Assigning a budge to give financial support to activities favored by the West in 

Iran;  

• Imposing boycotts with the aim of creating divisions between the people and 

the government;  

On the basis of the existing documentation, the project of a soft coup or, as they call 

it, public diplomacy, is on the agenda of Western politicians in various ways, 

depending on the internal, regional, and international conditions of the Islamic 

Republic, the most important of which are: 

1. Helping and training NGOs and publishing Persian-language pamphlets on 

democratic values and civil activities towards this end;  

2. Training reporters to form news source networks towards the end of gathering 

information and analysis;  

3. Training and organizing human rights activists in Iran to present an 

unfavorable view of it;  

4. Creating websites and training for holding elections and presenting full 

information’s on the 2009 electoral candidates;  



5. Dispatching students, artists, and professions and training them to form a 

cadre for sensitive key and appropriate posts in the future;  

Following the founding of an Iranian Affairs Office in Dubai (set up in the American 

consulate) by the American State Department which was copied from the base in 

Riga, Lithuania, during the Cold War era with the aim of collapsing the former Soviet 

Union, this office had on its agenda activities concerning attracting Iranian leaders 

and influencing their ideas and impressions with the intention of encouraging them to 

act against the Islamic Republic of Iran’s national interests. Along these lines, the 

spokesman for the then-Secretary of State declared, 

“The American government will collaborate with NGOs and Iranian media through its 

embassies in the countries along the Persian Gulf and other countries neighboring 

Iran. We will increase travel agencies between Iran and America and spend five 

million dollars for visits of professors and teachers and other professionals from 

America.” 

On this very basis, the Iranian Affairs Office in Dubai, in the course of the past two 

years, on the excuse of holding training sessions and sending numerous groups from 

various layers to America, is hurrying to prepare the grounds needed to establish 

relations with various social layers and society’s leaders and the invitees travel to 

America without enduring the usual stages of obtaining a visa with the aid of the 

official of the Office of Iranian Affairs in the American consulate in Dubai (Messrs. 

Jillian [?] Barns [?], Ramin Asgard [?], Timothy Richardson) to deliberately influence 

them and, after returning, as someone in charge of forming new groups and send 

them to America. 

The defeat of America’s plans against Iran which occurred with the arrest of some of 

their domestic agents [anything specific?], convinced the Americans to execute a 

new plan and idea, titled Project Exchange. In its framework, the sending of 

individuals and groups to America was initiated through the expenditure of vast sums 

through bases they had created against Iran (in Dubai, Istanbul, Baku, London, and 

Frankfurt). 

The stages of America’s measures within the framework of American public 

diplomacy in Iran are composed of: 

1) Executing the Soros Foundation’s regional initiative. 

2) Project Exchange. 



3) Bilateral exchange. 

In this project, the travel of individuals and leaders from various layers of society in 

groups of fifteen to various states in America were planned. All the stages of 

obtaining visas, their expenses (airfare, hotels, visits, and purchases, the program for 

their presence in America, etc.) was executed under the leadership and management 

and planning of this country’s State Department and under the cover of foundations 

such as the Meridian, Peace [?], Aspen, etc. (Let it be noted that this project 

remained unsuccessful due to the blow which the Ministry of Intelligence inflicted on 

its agents in 2008. [?]) 

Among the desirable characteristics indicated for these individuals to be considered 

was their youth, certainty that they would return to Iran, higher education, relations 

with government institutions and centers, a lack of a bad political record, etc. 

America’s political and intelligence Project Exchange were: 

1. The establishment of relations with different groups of society and the creation 

of effective relationships with specialists;  

2. A change of perspective and point of view of the participants towards America;  

3. A change of perspective in Iranian society with the goal of the necessity of the 

Iranian government’s establishing relations with America through pressure 

from below;  

4. Obtaining analyses and viewpoints of the participants in Project Exchange;  

5. Influence in social layers and planning towards reviving America’s lost 

interests in Iran;  

6. Pressure on the government to change its behavior;  

7. Weakening the government’s bases and weakening and ultimately collapsing 

the system;  

8. Making America out to be Iran’s only savior;  

9. Intensifying the division between the nation and the government;  

10. Disturbing the country’s decision-making system;  

11. Creating currents and exerting influence in the guise of protest meetings and 

assemblies;  

12. [Accusing S]ociety’s elite [of] abuse of security;  

13. Inciting ethnic movements;  

14. [Effecting] desired legal changes towards a Western legal system;  



15. Creating changes in the country’s electoral system on the excuse of the need 

for international oversight over the electoral arena.  

In comparing the conditions governing Iran with those of countries like the Ukraine or 

Georgia, the Western countries have found elections to be an appropriate venue for 

advancing their corrupt ends and creating the changes they have in mind, and went 

to implement their programs by utilizing human potential without direct foreign 

intervention and pressure from outside and through non-violent methods of struggle 

and transforming social demands to political ones and [utilizing] cyberspace and 

internet sites as the most important tools and apparently legal components. 

On the basis of results obtained from investigations made and the confessions of the 

accused, the most important measures of the foreigners, and above all the 

Americans and the British, towards activity against the Islamic Republic of Iran in this 

arena was based on the following techniques: 

1. Holding terms of education outside the country;  

2. Activating internet sites and networks with the goal of spreading intelligence 

[sic] and molding opinion based on approved-of goals and programs. (Along 

these lines, the American State Department has entered chatrooms and 

weblogs by founding the Digital Outreach Team and has directly established 

relations with the people and has taken responsibility for a form of 

systematizing relations between the peole of Iran and the American 

government. Along these lines, American political circles have pursued a 

policy of creating division between the government and the people of Iran and 

creating similar tactics through relations with Iranian youth.);  

3. Activating satellite channels (particularly in Persian);  

4. Choosing groups from various social layers (legal, medical, artistic, student, 

professors, clergy, etc.) to sent to America and participate in programs of visits 

and training;  

5. Planning to change opinion and behavior with the aim of effecting a change in 

the sacred structure of the Islamic Republic of Iran;  

6. Laying the basis for increasing [feelings of] insecurity about the future and 

executive programs in the country and strengthening tendencies perspectives 

towards America;  



7. Activating European intelligence and research foundations for the 

establishment of connections with people they have in mind and creating 

relations with domestic centers under cover of institution-building;  

8. Preparing educational stipends for people they have in mind and returning 

them after making them intellectually receptive;  

9. Instrumentalizing English under the excuse of identifying and recruiting 

members of the elite and setting in motion NGOs and sending desired people 

to enter the country;  

10. Holding journalistic training sessions in Holland and England;  

11. Utilizing local staff towards establishing unofficial relations;  

12. [Holding i]ntelligence exchanges and cooperation with other spy agencies with 

the aim of utilizing their intelligence and resources;  

13. Instigating and guiding people with the intent of spreading the scope of 

protests;  

Foreign intelligence operations in the tenth presidential elections: 

1. Reviewing and studying the potential in the existing atmosphere in the country 

with the aim of creating disturbances in relations between the people and the 

elite with the Supreme Leader and the Velayat-e Faqih;  

2. Efforts towards diminishing popular support for the sacred system of the 

Islamic Republic of Iran (domestically or abroad) and defeating the Islamic 

Republic of Iran’s perspective with the aim of preventing Iran from becoming a 

successful model for other countries of the world;  

3. Utilizing human potential with the intent of gaining goals they have in mind, 

such as creating distrust and fanning the flames of popular protest, 

strengthening ethnic currents and the domestic opposition, implementing 

democratizing projects in Iran with the aim of changing opinions, behavior, and, 

ultimately, the system’s structure;  

4. Efforts towards exacerbating the divide between the people and the 

government, exploiting internal differences and existing capacity in this field, 

particularly in circles related to parties, political currents and officials, and 

ethnic and religious differences;  



5. Encouraging some Iranians living abroad to engage in activity against the 

Islamic Republic of Iran and utilize propaganda from societies and their 

protests;  

6. Organizing, leading, and providing material, political and media support for 

terrorist groups and cooperation between the domestic and foreign opposition 

and discontented social groups;  

7. Preparing the basis for the implementation of a soft coup project and the 

formation of educational terms in various countries (such as the Emirates and 

Holland) under cover of themes like human rights and non-violent struggle;  

8. Creating and providing material and moral support to NGOs with the intent to 

create currents in various social layers and to take advantage of their potential 

and resources according to the dictates of the circumstances;  

9. Activating projects to create domestic crisis (particularly in social circles) and 

pursuing plans of pressure from without and change from within;  

10. Focusing on psychological operations, spreading rumors, creating currents 

and propaganda about the Islamic system’s incompetence through Persian 

internet sites, satellite channels, particularly the Voice of America and the BBC 

Persian service and other [sic] fugitive, counter-revolutionary news channels, 

the monarchists, the Hypocrites [OPMI], and other means of networking;  

11. Leading NGOs and currents opposing the system with the perspective of 

having supervision led by the Americans over the electoral process;  

12. Emphasizing the emergence of fraud and uncertainty concerning the 

soundness of Iran’s electoral process (about ten days before the votes were 

counted) and efforts towards raising this topic through sites related to the 

State Department. (Among the issues are: cutting off the sending of ballots, 

reducing internet speed, the emergence of difficulties regarding the presence 

of candidates’ supervisors in vote-counting posts, etc.). It is necessary to 

explain that the official of Mr. Musavi’s office’s Committee for the Preservation 

of Votes said that this was an indication that the elections were fraudulent 

while discussing this matter a week before the elections. (15/3/88 = June 5, 

2009);  

13. Provocations and preparing the grounds for domestic violent movements and 

civil disobedience and setting the stage for the appearance of street rioting 

and creating insecurity and destruction and chaos;  



14. Efforts towards creating accusations and psychological warfare against the 

Islamic Republic of Iran, particularly in the matter of violating human rights, 

with the aim of escalating the Islamic Republic of Iran’s isolation in the 

international arena;  

Some of the measures of the Western countries and their spy agencies which are 

appropriate to the above-mentioned goals and which were implemented by 

embassies and dependent media before the elections are as follows: 

1. The British embassy’s effort to get closer to political parties in Iran, the first 

contact of which occurred in Azar 1387 [November-December 2008] with one 

of the well-known figures and it was announced to them that the embassy 

intends to establish relations with some political parties of Iran and it was 

announced right there that we will search for these parties after you. (This 

effort was faced with defeat at that very stage through intelligence’s 

readiness.);  

2. Towards the end of 1387[the end of the winter of 2008-2009], an 18-point 

agenda on the elections in Iran was issued by the British government which, 

while apportioning the work on the tenth presidential elections, concerned the 

role of various circles of the system they were interested in and issued an 

agenda of news and intelligence-gathering;  

3. Numerous travels by British diplomats to various cities of Iran, particularly 

Qom, establishing contacts with some of the candidates’ electoral offices in 

the provinces, the active presence of British diplomats on election day in 

various centers, etc, which speaks of general active efforts of the embassies 

on the elections;  

4. A widespread use of local staff by the British embassy in intelligence gathering 

on the city level and political activists and social conditions. Along these lines, 

the use of local staff with higher education (doctorates) and high political 

perspective and their use in establishing relations with elements who have 

access to intelligence and obtaining their specialized analyses along with their 

valuable intelligence during the elections. Some of the embassy’s efforts were:  

5. Widespread British intelligence activity in gathering intelligence on 

disturbances and riots after the elections in such a way that they have 

practically constantly assigned their local staff to be present in conflicts and 



pursue gathering [intelligence] while instructing their local staff to be in contact 

with political parties and gather and report their analyses and perspectives;  

6. Relatively focused activity by the BBC Persian service on electoral affairs in 

Iran in the period leading up to the elections insinuating that they were not 

enthusiastic, they were phony, a destructive focus on the government’s foreign 

policy to destroy the government’s image, etc.;  

7. Announcing that British diplomats expect unanticipated and bloody events;  

8. Relations of the Cultural-Educational Council [British Council] (BC) with the 

social framework with the intention of preparing relationships by granting 

scholarships, holding language training, etc. By these means, the British tried 

to tour the Iranian government and, in addition to identifying and pointing out 

individuals they had in mind, put the minimum funds at the disposal of 

influential people at critical conditions; [?]  

9. Identifying knowledgeable people by holding English classes (ILETS 

[International English Language Testing System]). Using this method, the 

British embassy would try to identify influential people and prepare the way to 

exploiting them under critical conditions;  

10. Creating a VIP section in the visa division with the intent to exploit people who 

had access in various circles of the country and getting close to them on the 

excuse of holding private interviews;  

11. The embassy’s diplomatic measures for establishing relations with ethnic and 

cultural leaders with the intent of identifying and attracting them to further 

desired goals;  

12. The presence of embassy diplomats in various regions of the country under 

the cover of students of the Persian language and establishing relations with 

the people of the region;  

13. Laying the basis for attracting political-cultural individuals in England to further 

desired interests. (Ataollah Mohajerani);  

14. Connections of British intelligence-research institutions with intelligence-

research institutions within Iran in order to exert influence (Chatham House 

and IISS);  

15. Activating England as America and Israel’s intelligence arm in order to 

compensate for a lack of American and Israeli presence in Iran;  



16. Establishing relations with some leaders, parties, and political figures with the 

intent of gathering intelligence and preparing them to cooperate with the 

[intelligence] service of that country;  

17. Contacting proprietors of media and press with the intent of having an impact 

on society;  

18. Towards the end of Farvardin[the beginning of April] , a term of training was 

held in Germany in the presence of five people from the center of 

representatives on the subject of the rights of citizens and cybercrime and the 

above-mentioned individuals began to form working groups to watch out for 

electoral violations upon their return;  

19. Planning to send groups of reporters to America to prepare the necessary 

training to have the supervision of the elections to the presidency under 

American leadership;  

20. Statements of some officials of foreign representatives in Iran based on the 

expectation of unanticipated events in Iran after the presidential elections;  

21. The publication of false news on the portable telephone wiretapping system in 

Iran and its strength. On this issue, the Nokia Sims, which has sold the 

wiretapping system to Iran, made an operation to prepare false information 

about Iran’s wiretapping system’s capacity;  

The foreigners’ measures against the Islamic Republic of Iran after the glorious 22 

Khordad [June 12] elections were: 

1. To weaken the velayat-e faqih’s status. This is part of the foreigners’ priority 

deeds and goals against the Islamic Republic of Iran and a lack of attention by 

some political currents to the commands and guidance of the Supreme Leader 

(particularly after the historical sermons of the Friday prayers of 29/3/88 [June 

19, 2009]) presented an appropriate opportunity for the foreigners to fan the 

flames of this issue. Along these lines, the disgraceful efforts based on 

insinuating a division between the views of the Supreme Leader and that of 

His Eminence the Imam (Peace be upon him!) were made by the enemies’ 

propaganda aparatus;  

2. Creating division in the united ranks of the nation and weakening popular 

support for the Islamic Revolution’s principles and goals;  



3. Spreading an atmosphere of difference between political currents, parties, and 

individuals;  

4. Dragging the Islamic Republic of Iran’s system’s legitimacy into conflict and 

posing claims on the matter of the system and its officer’s enjoyment of 

popular support;  

5. Efforts towards confirming the system’s ineffectualness in creating democracy, 

holding sound elections, confronting the latest crisis, and observing human 

rights;  

6. Emphasizing the need for the presence of foreigners and elector observers in 

the Islamic Republic of Iran for guaranteeing the soundness of the elections 

held. (This issue was seriously on the agenda of countries such as America 

and Britain and dependent grouplets like the Freedom Movement.);  

Some of the interventionist declarations of American political and intelligence 

positions after the elections were: 

1. The former head of the CIA’s saying that goons and thugs and economic and 

social difficulties had the desired potential to create domestic crisis;  

2. Emphasizing the need to invalidate the elections on the excuse of “the need to 

pay attention to the protesters’ demands and observe the principles and 

requirements of democracy in elections;”  

3. Laying out the line for making a pattern of the role of youth in the course of the 

Islamic Revolution’s victory of 1979 and reconstituting the conditions for 

utilizing this potential to confront the system;  

4. Sending and activating its agents under the excuse of honorary and freelance 

reporters after the return of foreign reporters;  

5. Training in civil disobedience through internet sites (like the site Gozar, 

http://www.gozaar.org/ tied to Freedom House http://www.freedomhouse.org/ 

http://www.thirdworldtraveler.com/Herman%20/Manufac_Consent_Prop_Mode

l.html and the CIA);  

6. Support of some American and European officials to the street fighting;  

7. Issuing a statement by the American Congress in support of the rioters and 

condemning the system;  



8. Activating media and internet networks and creating cyberspace to spread 

desirable stories, provoking the people to be present in illegal meetings and 

riots and spreading forged and false stories on the number of killed;  

9. Insisting on calling the rioters protesters and setting them up against the 

system;  

10. The relationship of one of the active elements of Staff 88 (the accused Reza 

Rafi’i) with the special Office of Iranian Affairs in Dubai and Ms. Jilian Barnes 

as an American intelligence officer; the sending of news and reports related to 

the riots through internet sites and cooperation with the intelligence services of 

one of the region’s Arab countries. This person, while establishing relations 

with American media foundations, hurried to obtain analyses relevant to the 

activities of foreigners and opposing the principles of the revolution from one 

of the country’s former figurers and information about the impact of the boycott 

as problems relating to the running of the elections in the hands of Ms. Nazi 

Beiglari of VOA [Voice of America]; [?]  

11. After limitations on satellite networks, the stream of intelligence moved 

towards the internet and in order to easy the use of internet subjects, they 

placed advanced software for translating English to Persian and vice versa 

into the hands of Iranian operators for public use in such a way that by using 

this software, they could translate matter on English sits to Persia and study 

them. These measures were meant to make a maximum of information in 

English (particularly the BBC) related to the crisis available to Iranian 

operators, although they have serious weaknesses;  

12. Offering the most advanced software resources so that one can view a film 

through [QRSTرا WT] with a telephone line and a modem and a slow internet 

connection so that those who are connected can themselves, with a minimum 

of resources, can use the films they have in mind about the riots;  

13. Hacking sites belonging to both currents in the country and, similarly, sites 

related to the system’s officials, sites belonging to some candidates, etc., 

through foreigners in order to exacerbate the domestic atmosphere of 

pessimism. Along these lines, in some instances, there were efforts to hack 

through domestic internet [?] (Shatel Company, etc.) so that foreign agents’ 

hands will not appear and it will be completely converted to a domestic conflict;  



14. Activating the American company Facebook to ease relations between 

operators in Iran and those of other countries concerning Iran. This company 

has presented its Persian version based on the fact that many of the people of 

the world use Facebook to exchange information about the fate of the 

elections in Iran, so the Persian-speakers can use it in their mother tongue;  

15. During the period of disturbances, some sites connected with the foreign 

issued telephone numbers, names of operators, and passwords for free for 

their operators so that if internet service is completely shut down in Iran, those 

who were connected and individuals could the internet via dial up;  

16. Regarding the rise of information for training, information related to violent and 

peaceful struggles, there has been a massive amount of training in Persian 

posted on the internet during the days of disturbances. Along these lines, 

there are two hands [QXYدو د] of subjects available:  

1. Subjects related to teaching violent means of protest—constructing 

remote control bombs and time bombs and ways to struggle with anti-

riot forces, ways to beat the police, preparing tear gas at home, 

gathering and publishing complete information about members of the 

basij;  

2. Subjects relating to teaching means of peaceful protest such as 

preparing CDs or Blue Tooth of desired material, spreading green over 

government pictures and propaganda, turning on car lights and in the 

early hours of dusk as a sign of protest, advise about writing slogans on 

roofs;  

3. The presence of a German lawyer related to the Lawyer’s Center in Iran 

and his taking residence in a hotel in located in a center of disturbances;  

4. The direct presence of some diplomats in illegal street meetings (such 

as some of the ambassadors of European countries and Britain) 

gathering intelligence through some of those connected with the 

ambassadors present in illegal gatherings as well as the presence of 

disguised aides to the French ambassador in electoral centers, as 

documented in existing files;  

5. Financial cooperation and support to the rioters and counter-

revolutionary grouplets by some European countries such as Britain 

and granting visa and asylum to rioting elements;  



6. The use of local employees through some European embassies for 

gathering intelligence and desired information;  

7. Activating two local employees to gather signatures with the aim for the 

UN General Secretary’s visiting Iran;  

8. Efforts to launch a strike in Iran;  

9. Presenting to local employees in Germany specialized training for 

gathering news;  

10. Gathering intelligence in the form of a channel through the accused Ms. 

Clotilde Reiss (a French citizen) of riots and expressing to one of the 

orators the need for a strike, according to her confession of 10/4/88 

[July 1, 2009];  

11. Supporting protest meetings outside the country by some European 

countries;  

12. European threats to recall their ambassadors to exert pressure on the 

country and public opinion;  

13. Threaten to step up the boycott of the Islamic Republic;  

14. Placing limitations on issuing visas for the Islamic Republic of Iran’s 

statesmen;  

15. During the time of disturbances, the Zionist regime’s intelligence 

services summoned its sources and announced that it intended to hold 

talks with them about the elections. In addition to these matters, during 

the disturbances, two influential individuals tied to Israel’s intelligence 

services intervened at the scene of a clash and participated in setting 

buses on fire. To influential individuals were present at the scenes of 

the disturbances every night of the disturbances until the last hours of 

the night, gathering intelligence;  

16. The foreigners political measures, particularly those of Britain, America, 

and some European countries completely oriented to intensifying the 

riots and giving them prominence and creating home in the continuing 

the riots and protests and speeding them;  

Along these lines, notable measures which are unacceptable from a diplomatic 

perspective, the main ones being 



1. Public support to rioters with announcements that the doors of the European 

embassies of some of the governments were open to agents of the rioters;  

2. Issuing statements and organizing demonstrations by some European political 

parties and efforts towards uniting the political demonstrations against the 

Islamic Republic among the European countries;  

The role of British political, intelligence, and media institutions in the events which 

occurred after the tenth presidential elections: 

Following the victory of the Islamic Revolution, the British who from the perspective of 

influence in the government and precise knowledge of the structure and political 

behavior of the new statesmen suffered a blow and a palpable poverty in intelligence, 

made widespread efforts for the past thirty years to increase their information. They, 

who considered themselves the great inheritors of Britania’s empire, after the decline 

of the past golden age, now consider themselves a superpower, indeed, a central 

power in world politic with a new role which, considering the British Foreign Ministry’s 

new events and greater attention to the Middle East in general and Iran in particular 

and took broad measures in espionage and lording it over the socio-political situation 

and spread its sphere of influence. 

Although the bases for relations between these two countries were not deeply evolve 

compared to before the revolution, the English still tried to maintain their presence 

and influence in various pillars and levels in the Islamic Republic of Iran as an 

important and influential country in the Middle East and pursue its political, cultural, 

and economic interests. 

Britain so-called officially and superficially rejected any policy of hard regime change, 

but on the other hand, in hidden zones it tried to make the appropriate preparations 

to utilize a strategy of a soft coup by establishing relations with various groups in 

society. Indubitably, the elections in Iran were one of the most important situations of 

which the British knew the details so that, given the exigencies of the situation, it 

might put into action the necessary plans to intervene and take advantage of the 

weak points and internal wounds towards the end of changing opinions and behavior 

for its various policies. 

Britania’s Cultural-Educational Council [British Council], which operates as the British 

embassy in Iran’s cultural section has a record of having a presence in the country 

from the time before the Islamic Revolution (under the title of the Iran-British Society), 

and in the new period, from 2000-2001 resumed work under the name of the English 



Cultural and Educational Council. The British Cultural Council was an independent 

organization and has branches in over a hundred countries and its center is in 

London. But in Iran, it is considered the cultural branch of the British embassy. 

Among the BC’s numerous activities one can point to its holding general and 

specialized training in the English language, cooperative education, granting 

scholarships in various fields of higher [?] education, as well as leaders, researchers, 

professors in universities and centers of higher education, officials, employees in 

various institutions, journalists, and the like. On the other hand, the leadership of 

scholarly educational, research, and artistic projects with the participation of Iranian 

and British centers, joint university projects, and numerous other such were within the 

sphere of this center. 

Although these activities seemed in and of themselves ordinary matters, it is 

important to note that this British center, under cover of these projects, pursued other 

goals, such as identifying and attracting scientific and university leaders, plans and 

projects of the country’s centers of higher education and research, gathering 

intelligence in various fields under the guise of opinion polling of present sources, 

holding public and private consultation meetings for individuals who intend to study or 

travel abroad, and numerous other matters. 

This council, in cooperation and coordination with the British embassy in Tehran, 

under the pretext of the British Foreign Office’s Chewning Scholarships, sends a 

number of the best students and graduates of Iran’s universities to continue their 

studies in graduate fields of study or allow then opportunities to do research and 

complete projects of self-discovery, and by holding interviews about sending them, 

disincline some of them to return to Iran after they complete their term of study. 

As for other forms of scholarship grants of the BC, one can mention short-term 

scholarships and aid funds specifically for studies for some of the university 

professors and members of various universities in Iran. They enjoy help from its 

central office in London for trips to Britain. 

BC makes great efforts to have those who are sent to Britain on various excuses, to 

maintain their connects after they return to Iran and use them in various ways to 

secure British interests. In other words, such individuals they make them the BC’s 

connections in various internal organizations. They even invite them with various 

excuses to participate in the British embassy’s and BC’s ceremonies and occasions 

so that in the course of such ceremonies, senior diplomats assigned to British 



intelligence activities could obtain full intelligence about these individuals, such as 

their jobs and positions in the government’s centers. 

In any case, the basis of British work in general and BC in particular is to identify and 

attract individuals in various institutions of the Islamic Republic of Iran so that they 

could go into action by utilizing them for their intelligence aims in Iran. 

It is by holding courses through the support of the British Consulate and the 

cooperation of British and Iranian circles within Iran that they put into operation the 

final stages of their projects for which they paid all these expenses (travel, residency, 

study, etc.). One important point is that some of these projects because of the 

importance they assign them among the national projects and the research 

connected with some of them through their cooperation with BC or other British 

centers prepares the way for them to be exploited by the foreigners. 

With the approach of the time for the elections and the serious presence of the 

candidates in the country’s political campaigning field, the embassy’s political 

department went into action in the earnest presence and organized disguise which 

the local and powerful employees of this section formed, from the end of Farvardin 

1388 [March-April 2009] with organization and a division of duties, for the sake of 

gathering intelligence and news on matters such as: The system’s officials’ 

perspectives, Friday prayers, Voice and Vision, the Revolutionary Guards and the 

Basij and the views of the superior commanders, the mosques, political circles, 

journals and newspapers and internet sites, economic indicators, the bazaar and 

trade and presence in rural meetings. On this basis, the Political Division organized 

twice-weekly meetings to categorize the intelligence and news which had been 

gathered in the presence of the division chief and Mr. Thomas Bern [?] and a 

classification of final reports was prepared. Along these lines, some measures of this 

country [Britain] to pursue and provoke the recent riots consist of: 

1. The British Embassy hurried to watch the news of reporters, blogs, popular 

views, the students, the clergy, officers at Voice and Vision, the Revolutionary 

Guards and the Basij, in order to review Iran’s daily developments, and as the 

elections approached, the diplomats and local employees began to take trips 

to the provinces to survey the views of the various Iranian ethnic groups 

towards the candidates they were interested in;  

2. Widespread intelligence activity by the British to gather information about 

disturbances and riots after the elections so that the virtually constantly 



dispatched local employees to the scenes of the fighting and pursued 

intelligence-gathering, while these local employees were instructed to get in 

touch with political parties and gather their analyses and perspectives and 

report on them;  

3. After the results of the elections were determined, the British embassy hurried 

to outline the publication of false reports about electoral fraud, and while 

announcing that they were falsified and that ballots were forged, they made 

riots and illegal meetings out to be protests and the right of the people. 

Holding a meeting by the British Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the presence of 

oppositional grouplets (such as the Hypocrites [Organization of People’s 

Mojahedin]) in London after the riots were formed, in which it was determined 

that the following strategy would be put on the agenda of the protesters and 

the opposition:  

1. The continuation of the riots and illegal gatherings (particularly after the 

holding of the Friday prayer of 29/3/88 [June 19, 2009]);  

2. Open non-participation of the opposition grouplets; [?]  

3. Distinguishing the protesters from the line of violence (under the title of 

civil disobedience);  

4. The participation of all the British embassy diplomats in illegal marches and 

assemblies after the elections;  

5. One of the accused in the recent events confessed under the interrogation of 

about his illegal presence along with his wife in a meeting supporting Mr. 

Karubi in Saadatabad, his presence in illegal meetings of Mir Hosein Musavi’s 

supporters in Saadatabad and Gisha and in the presence of Lex Penfield, the 

First Political Secretary, and Thomas Bern, the Second Political Secretary, 

who was expelled from the country after the recent events. On 24/3/88 [June 

14, 2009] in Sanai street, during a fight and a riot around Motahhari and 

Shariati Streets during the riot and arrest of some of the protesters, the 

presence of Samuel Morgan, a diplomat of the Public Relations Section in 

25/3/88 [June 15, 2009] in Revolution Street in an illegal march, the 

participation of Paul Blami [?], aid to the Visa Section (expelled from the 

country) on 28/3/88 [June 17, 2009] in Ferdawsi Square and photographing 

rallies of that day, the presence of Samuel Morgan on 27/3/88 [June 16, 2009] 



in Karim Khan Street during an illegal march were confessed to. (Hosein 

Rasam, interrogation of 6/4/88 [June 27, 2009], pp. 12 and 13);  

Similarly, a number of the accused openly confessed that Alex Penfield, the 

embassy’s First Political Secretary asked them to go to the Beharestan Square and 

report their observations in the course of Mr. Musavi’s illegal meetings at the 

Beharestan. (Arash Momenian, Hosein Rasam) 

The British ambassador asked local employees to review and report the situation in 

the other cities. 

Before the elections, Alex Penfield and one of the local employees of the Political 

Section met with several members of the Central Office of one of the protesting 

candidates as well as with several individuals tied to parties and officers of some 

NGOs. After the elections, too, on 4/4/88 [June 25, 2009], Mr. Penfield met with one 

of the individuals who made the reformists’ political plans [?] in the embassy’s VIP 

consular section (while obtaining a visa) and discussed the candidates for the 

election and the events after it and the historical Friday prayer sermons of 29/3/88 

[June 18, 2009]. (Hosein Rasam, interrogation of 9/4/88 [June 30, 2009], pp. 17 and 

18) 

• Setting aside a budget of 300 pounds to pay domestic NGOs.  

• Helping these NGOs could organize a coordinated channel of NGOs to benefit 

from the crisis conditions.  

• Identifying elements accessible through ILETS. In this way, the British 

embassy tried to identify influential individuals and prepare the means to 

exploit them in critical times.  

• Efforts towards distributing films in the embassy which did not have permission 

for distribution with the intention of attracting film directors and producers to be 

able to exploit them when needed.  

• Creating a VIP section in the Visa Section in order to exploit individuals who 

have access to various circles in the country and to get close to them on the 

excuse of holding visa interviews.  

• The embassy’s diplomatic efforts to establish relations with ethnic and cultural 

leaders in order to identify and attract them for the sake of desirable goals.  



• The presence of embassy diplomats in the country’s various regions under the 

cover of students of Persian and establishing relations with the people of the 

region.  

• Preparing the grounds for attracting political-cultural personalities in Britain for 

the sake of interests under consideration. (Ataollah Mohajerani)  

• British intelligence-research institutions’ establishing relations with domestic 

intelligence-research centers to exert influence. (Chatham House, IISS)  

• Filling America’s and Israel’s intelligence vacuum through the British in order 

to compensate for the absence of America from Iran.  

• Establishing relations with political leaders, parties, and personalities with the 

intent of gathering intelligence and preparations with the intent of cooperating 

with that country’s [Intelligence] Service.  

• Contact with network and press proprietors with the aim of exerting influence 

on the framework of society.  

The role of the state news channel the BBC in the events after the presidential 

elections: 

The state news agency BBC, which works under the supervision of the World Service 

and whose budget is secured by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, has for two years, by 

choosing and dispatching reporters and ordinary people under the cover of the [BBC] 

Trust, begun to dispatch these individuals in various groups to Turkey and Dubai to 

give them specialized training and, through this training, be able to spread so-called 

citizen journalism and, by selecting talented people from among these individuals, 

choose the forces they need for other branches of the BBC and, ultimately, guide and 

utilize individual with connections within the country. 

The Trust’s budget, which is secured by a number of European countries through the 

British Ministry of Foreign Affairs, has reached 30 million dollars. The BBC has 

started to found a Persian-language television station after it began its activities and 

in order to create widespread change. It began its activity in Dey last year (1387) 

[December 2008-January 2009]. Most of the people chosen to work on this station 

have passed through terms of training in this Trust and are reporters of media which 

criticizes the system. 

The BBC Persian service, with the purposeful measures that it pursued, began to 

establish widespread relations with some domestic document forgers and they 

gathered their works which lacked permission and worth for distribution. Then, with 



the program Your Turn, whose principle leader was someone who had been arrested 

during the disturbances of 18 Tir [July 9] and is a primary party to the [BBC] Trust 

who spent some time in prison, it began to create strife and difficulties in the country 

and exaggerate domestic difficulties and political difficulties. 

Before the elections, BBC Persian television made special preparations to set the 

tone for coverage of the anniversary of Tir 18 [July 9] to provoke the people and the 

students and in this way create disturbances. On the even of the presidential 

election’s being held, BBC Persian sowed the seeds of sedition and talk about 

electoral fraud by inviting some recalcitrant and problematic elements and paying 

them for a month’s stay in London as well as money for holding political roundtables. 

In the field of the presidential elections, even before BBC Persian television was 

launched, the question of whether it was possible to send reporters to Iran was 

repeatedly raised by that news channel, how it could be disguised, etc. The result of 

all these plans on the one hand and the special conditions which arose before the 

elections on the other caused the BBC to prepare itself to take interventionist 

measures in the Islamic Republic. 

By making widespread preparations on the day of the election, BBC Persian 

television ran its program 24 hours a day and established relations with problematic 

people in the country to transfer news reports moment by moment. 

The guidance announced by foreigners on continuing the protests over the tenth 

presidential electoral results were: 

1. Emphasizing the continuation of the protests and not accepting the election’s 

outcome until they yielded the desired results;  

2. Calling the Revolutionary Guards and the Basij elements of a military coup 

and stating the necessity to drive these forces from the scene. (It will be noted 

that the statements of various countries about violations of human rights, the 

need for international observers, etc. should be evaluated in this context and 

eliminating the popular Basij forces from the scene has been emphasized in 

the reports guided by the American intelligence and security forces.);  

3. Creating distinctions between religious and non-religious spheres;  

4. Exaggerating differences between various social layers and emphasizing the 

lack of support of some leaders of the electoral results;  

5. Emphasizing the support of the opponents and protesters by some leaders 

and celebrities;  



6. Intensifying pressure with the aim of getting the president to resign;  

B) Measures by the counter-revolutionary and terrorist grouplets and their role in the 

events after the recent elections and disturbances. 

Since as a result of the historical letter of His Eminence the Imam (God’s mercy be 

upon him!), the Freedom Movement grouplet was driven from the country’s political 

sphere to the margins and its threats against the Islamic Revolution’s foundations 

have become more remote, but this grouplet has from the beginning of the revolution 

to this day struggled in its various ups and downs to destroy the fruit of the blood of 

thousands of martyrs and self-sacrificing people by insisting on their own policies of 

overthrow. The above-mentioned grouplet has, with its more active entry into the 

country’s political sphere in the course of the past two years, tried to make itself out 

to the foreign countries as well as domestic recalcitrant groups to be an important 

successor to the Islamic Republic of Iran’s government in such a way that in this 

period, the grouplet’s General Secretary made trips to America, Germany, etc. In the 

following, we point out some of the Freedom Movement’s positions taken and 

measures of the past two years: 

1. The Freedom Movement’s positions after the trip of Mr. Ebrahim Yazdi (the 

organizational head of the illegal grouplet) to America (from 30/11/86 

[February 19, 2008] to the end of 5/3/87 [May 5, 2008]) adopted a sharper 

tone so that after years of meetings in the grouplet’s political office, he clearly 

posed “a strategy of regime change”, albeit “peacefully”, as Yazdi adds, thus 

making it a soft coup;  

2. Mr. Yazdi, after his return from America, brazenly and exaggeratedly took aim 

at the principle pillars of the system and has put a strategy of attacking the 

velayat-e faqih with the goal of breaking the system’s sanctities on its agenda. 

In an interview dated 23/3/87 [May 23, 2008] on the news site Rooz, he stated, 

“Now is the time to evaluate the record of the system based on the velayat-e 

faqih system. We believe that Iran’s basic problem is in the system of the 

velayat-e faqih. 

Last Mordad [July-August], the Organization of the Mojaheds of the Revolution 

invited leaders of the Freedom Movement grouplet to participate in and speak 

at its Twelfth Congress, and Mr. Ebrahim Yazdi stated in the weekly 

organizational meeting in this regard, “Your Servant had been invited to the 



congress and I even gave a message and it was read in the meeting. We must 

learn from the past to be able to agree to advancing reforms.” 

Mr. Ebrahim Yazdi said on the joint bonds between the Freedom Movement 

and the Organization of the Mojahedin of the Islamic Revolution and the 

Participation Party, said, “We are glad that political groups are calmly 

approaching reality. Groups which ten years ago had created lines between 

themselves and the rest have now come to the conclusion that these 

boundaries are not realistic. The Kargozaran of today are different from the 

one of ten years past … There was a time when the Mojaheds of the Islamic 

Revolution were not in a situation where they could sit down with the Freedom 

Movement. But in their congress of this year, they invited us and we 

participated.” 

This grouplet, for its part, in its message to the Participation Party considered 

organized political participation, the development and growth of political 

parties and organizations to be needed to strengthen the call for 

democratization in the country. “The totalitarians’ multilayered and convoluted 

plans can only succeed when political parties have not the possibility to 

discuss and come to an understanding on how to cooperate with each other.” 

The Participation Party’s youth branch, too, invited Mohammad Tavassoli 

(president of the Freedom Movement’s Political Department) to speak in this 

party’s meeting hall. Tavassoli said in 1386 [2007-2008], “One must work 

more on political currents. For example, we must invest in participation so that 

it will have a broad effect.”  

3. In a consultation meeting of oppositional currents of Azar 1386 [November-

December 2007] which hosted the Freedom Movement grouplet and was held 

in the presence of representatives from illegal grouplets, the Clubs for 

Strengthening Unity, the Office for Strengthening, influential counter-

revolutionaries, elements indicating similar policies, Abdollah Nuri, Ansarirad, 

etc. , the following issue was emphasized: The problem in the country today is 

not [Mr.—author] Ahmadinejad, but the principle of the velayat-e faqih, and the 

focus of our attack must be on it. It was similarly posed in this meeting that 

some of the system’s leaders were cooperating with them in this course;  

4. The Freedom Movement grouplet actively participated in the recent elections 

as opposed to previous terms and, by supporting Messrs. Musavi and Karubi, 



they expressed their expectation of effecting fundamental change in the 

country through these individuals. 

Along these lines, the Freedom Movement, after holding meetings with 

officials of Messrs. Musavi and Karubi’s staff, while finishing agreements of 

cooperation, ordered many of its elements in Tehran and the provinces to be 

present in Mr. Mir Hosein Musavi’s staff so that it could thereby, in the 

presence of Amad Bahavar, the president of the group’s youth branch, in Staff 

88 of Mr. Musavi indicated that he, to, had employed many elements of the 

members of the youth branch in this staff. 

In addition to the Freedom Movement, other counter-revolutionary eclectic 

groups claiming to support human rights held activities intent on preparing the 

grounds for creating and spreading riots after the elections in cooperation with 

Western countries.  

Statements by some counter-revolutionary leaders and grouplets: 

Some of the counter-revolutionary leaders and grouplets tried during the days of 

electoral rivalry, by making insinuations about fraud and an electoral coup, to set the 

stage for disturbances after the elections so that in the meantime one might point to 

the leadership of the Freedom Movement grouplet and Keyvan Samimi (member and 

a founder of the self-declared Committee for the Defence of Free, Sound, and Just 

Elections [http://www.humanrights-ir.org/php/view_en.php?objnr=270]). 

In the military fields, armed counter-revolutionary grouplets, from the groups of the 

communist and socialist left to the eclectic currents and the cruel-hearted Hypocrites 

[OPMI] and separatist ethnic currents with their support of their Western masters 

have poured the blood of thousands of individual people on the ground. 

An interesting point concerning the Hypocrites is that this grouplet was removed from 

the list of list of terrorist groups in a premeditated move and in an agreement 

between the Western governments and the Hypocrites. This move was in fact a step 

towards legitimizing them and giving them room to maneuver to carry out their regime 

change policies in the context of the tenth term of presidential elections for the 

Islamic Republic of Iran. An important point in this regard is that the first country to 

take this step and remove the Hypocrites from the list of terrorist groups was Britain, 

whose fingerprints can be seen here and there in the recent troubles. 

The terrorist grouplet, the Hypocrites, once more feel into gross error as in years past 

due to its stubborn opposition to the sacred Islamic system and lack of acquaintance 



with the country’s internal situation. This grouplet gained influence in the electoral 

staffs of Messrs. Mir Hosein Musavi and Karubi after great effort. (semi-classified file 

570/85/88) Similarly, they laid plans for months before to organize craftsmen’s 

protests of electoral rivalry and to intensify the differences between the candidates’ 

supporters. But the pride-inspiring participation of 85% of the wise people of Islamic 

Iran in the elections foiled the Hypocrites’ plots and schemes. 

Elements of the Hypocrite grouplet, by exerting all its might, sen in trained teams to 

create chaos and ride the wave and encourage demonstrations to take violent 

measures and terrorism. This grouplet, by issuing one statement after another by its 

leaders and their widespread publication through satellite channels and the internet, 

tried to spread the scope and continue the disturbances and riots. In this connection, 

consider the grouplet’s leaders’ message issued on 27 Khordad and 18 Tir 1388 

[June 17 and July 9, 2009]: 

Yes, now you, woman and man, have fought and have risen up in every street and 

alley and cry out, just as [Hypocrite leader Maryam Rajavi—author] announced, one 

must strongly greet the annulment of the elections of this regime. Free elections must 

be held under the United Nations on the basis of the principle of government by the 

people … 27 Khordad 1388 [June 17, 2009]. 

“[There must be l]ightning demonstrations at all times and in every place, particularly 

in sensitive points and points empty of the enemy’s repressive forces. Even under 

circumstances in which there is no possibility to rally, nuclei of nine people, five 

people, or even nuclei of resistance of only three young revolutionaries can divide, 

tire, and exhaust the enemy’s repressive forces. Small nuclei are the driving motor 

and path-breakers for bigger gatherings. The separate nuclei and teams should not 

neglect preparations and [ا`_ى_a] and medical aid and communications, to the degree 

possible.” (18 Tir 1388 [July 19, 2009]) 

Similarly, the above-mentioned grouplet gave some of its contacts, which had 

previously seen terrorist training in Camp Ashraf in Iraq and had been sent into the 

country with specific purposes, an agenda of carrying out terrorist measures including 

setting fire to buses, banks, [and] telephone kiosks and attacking the security forces’ 

military and Basij forces’ centers. Along the same lines, one of the most basic bases 

of the terroristic grouplets, the Hypocrites stationed in Britain (with telephone number 

00442032398487), was to take charge of leading teams for domestic terror and riot 

and, while announcing a line of armed struggle and creating chaos in the country and 



provoking the protesters to raise extreme slogans against the authorities and basic 

pillars of the system and by spreading distrust of the system among the people, 

prepare the way for creating division between the authorities and the people and to 

ignore any way of actually achieving these goals. The important statements of 

classified file 11597/88 dal tet has this to say on the matter: “From Mehr 1386 

[September-October 2007], via one of the supporters of the group I established 

contact with them (the Hypocrites) and in Dei [December 2007-January 2008] of that 

year I was illegally smuggled by that grouplet’s contacts to Iraq and received various 

kinds of training, such as computer work, propaganda operations, recruiting forces, 

ideological classes, intelligence-gathering, terroristic operations, etc., in that camp 

and was illegally dispatched to enter the country to execute my missions and 

returned. During this period, they deposited into my account a sum of a million four 

hundred thousand tumans for me to carry out the operations and my contact 

deposited it. Among the foci of my mission in the elections was to gather information 

and intelligence from electoral stations and get pictures and films and send them to 

the Hypocrites. After the riots began, they emphasized that I be present on the 

scenes of the fighting. On 27/3/88 [June 17, 2009], my contact, named Zohreh, 

contacted me from number 00442032398487 and said, “All the people of Iran have 

personal problems … but what is the root of the problems? … They must be uprooted 

… Now I think it is the time. One must not sit hands folded … We are ready to help 

you. So armed warfare is our cry of the day … Go to your friends and set something 

on fire, somewhere where the Basij is. Gather five or six of you and go stealthily and 

set their base on fire. Carry gas and throw a [Molotov] cocktail and ignite the gas 

pumps near them, the same with public buses … Get the people to come down and 

then set the middle of the road on fire …” [bcRd` eaf نh`Sci jYو bk`] 

In this connection, a number of the grouplet’s contacts who were lead by the 

Hypocrites and on the scene to create chaos and make trouble and were killed or 

wounded during the clashes, the Hypocrites, in accordance with their hypocritical 

nature, in order to take over some of the demonstrations for their own benefit, held 

mock memorials for them in Camp Ashraf on 3/5/88 [July 25, 2009]. 

It is necessary to mention that agents of sedition, intent on gathering intelligence 

within the country, while paying sums each month to some individuals, worked to 

deceive them through establishing contacts under such covers as news agencies like 

Homa News Agency or Iran News Agency, and, similarly, the Committee for the so-



called Defense of Human Rights and Political Prisoners, etc. 

By the True One’s kindness and generosity and the day and night efforts of the Imam 

of the Age’s forgotten soldiers, a number of the principle contacts of the grouplet who 

played an active role in the street fighting have been identified and arrested and the 

efforts of the Hypocrite terrorists to damage the sacred Islamic system have 

remained unsuccessful. 

The ethnic and separatist groups, for their part, which have struggled for years to ruin 

this land under the leadership of this country’s sworn enemies, have not remained 

idle during the presidential election period and have taken it upon themselves to 

execute other scenarios. 

According to documents and the accused, these currents have had on their agenda a 

variety of terroristic operations under the leadership of the enemy’s intelligence 

services to create and spread disturbances, but have been arrested by the Ministry of 

Intelligence before every operation. Below, we indicate some of their operations and 

programs: 

They have gathered in Mr. Karubi’s electoral staff with the intention of gathering 

intelligence and exerting influence and towards intensifying differences between the 

candidates’ supporters and inciting riot and planned to set off an explosion during Mr. 

Mir Hosein Musavi’s speech in the stadium in Tabriz. 

It is worth mentioning that two weapons and twenty bombs were found on the 

accused in this file. 

In the cultural sphere, the agents of the enemy’s Cultural NATO, by exploiting their 

empire of media, are trying to execute coup plans and programs so that in this 

context, one could point to the activities of Western media in its efforts to overthrow 

the Islamic Republic of Iran by exploiting the chaotic atmosphere and the 

disturbances after the elections for the tenth term of the presidency. The following are 

worth noting in this regard: 

The media operations and psychological operations of Britain and America have 

made the greatest effort to spread chaos. Between them, the British role is the 

greater and the most effective. One might dare say that BBC Persian was the most 

active of the agents provoking the disturbances and this channel’s psychological 

operations were on a higher level compared to other satellite channels. In reviewing 

this media’s activities during the days before and after the riots, two completely 

different aspects of the BBC can be seen. During the days before the disturbances 



and the days of the electoral rivalries, this channel tried to display the electoral 

enthusiasm in Iran as well as present the different political viewpoints which existed 

in the country in order to attract spokesmen. This measure prepared the way for the 

execution of the next stage of this network’s plan. 

In the next stage, during the beginning of the riots, this change was transformed into 

the rioters’ media and while exaggeratedly presenting news, films, reports, interviews, 

etc. devoted to the disturbances, launched a psychological war against the Islamic 

Republic of Iran. The BBC Persian tried in this part of the program for psychological 

operations to, while raising the issue of electoral fraud, by presenting an atmosphere 

of epic and emotion, encouraged the viewers to participate in the riots. 

This channel, as ever, tries, by broadcasting archive photos related to the riots or 

whatever new pictures it has, to depict the country as chaotic. 

Among the American channels, VOA [Voice of America] has played the greatest role 

in fanning the flames of riot. This channel, which is, of course, at a lower level and is 

less professional than the BBC, has pursued two goals by before the electoral 

competition, has two goals on its agenda by choosing destructive methods: 

1. Destroying the credibility and legitimacy of the elections in the Islamic 

Republic of Iran by depicting them as anti-democratic;  

2. Destroying the president’s image and credibility;  

After the elections and with the beginning of the riots, this network also worked, by 

presenting tendentious news, to hold interviews with fugitive counter-revolutionary 

elements, etc., and depict the rioters’ movement as a popular movement in order to 

overthrow the Islamic system. 

In addition to the above-mentioned networks, there are the networks tied to the 

counter-revolutionary grouplets which, through the Western country’s financial and 

technical support, are engaged in activity and compliment the role of the BBC and 

the VOA. 

The Western countries, in addition to activity in the television networks, are also 

active in the realm of the internet and have presented [internet] services to the rioters, 

some of which are as follows: 

1. Contributing for public use software to translate English to Persian and vice 

versa.  



2. Presenting advanced software for viewing films related to the riots on low-

speed internet;  

3. Presenting filter-breaking programs appropriate for the Iranian network 

structure;  

4. Providing service by the Twitter Company for Iranian spokesmen. (This 

American company delayed its day of service upgrading, which required it to 

be down for several days on June 20, 2009, with the aim of supporting and 

providing service for the rioters;  

5. Activating the American company Face Book in order to ease contacts 

between Iranian users and those of other countries. This company provided its 

own trial version in Persian on the occasion of the riots so that the rioters 

could use it better;  

1. Spread the grouplet’s media channel by using television and internet space;  

2. Eliminating religion from the thoughts of the viewers, listeners, and contacts 

with the aim of their confronting the religious and divine government of the 

Islamic Republic of Iran and converting these individuals into the enemy’s 

pawns to overthrow the sacred system of the Islamic Republic of Iran;  

3. Presenting military and intelligence training to individuals they have attracted 

to create and increase an operational ability against the Islamic Republic of 

Iran;  

4. Utilize attracted elements to carry out intelligence operations for the sake of 

the aims of the enemy’s intelligence services as well as the grouplet’s aims 

and programs;  

5. Identify and carry out intelligence operations against elements and forces 

supporting the system with the object of assassination;  

6. Planning to execute terrorist operations;  

7. Creating panic and terror in the country by carrying out terrorist operations of 

mass murder with the aim of leaving a maximum of killed in these actions and 

creating an irreparable crisis in the country;  

8. Planning the assassination of political figures and thinkers and theoreticians, 

etc. in society 

The Royalist Society grouplet, based on the afore-mentioned policies, planted 

a bomb and carried out terroristic operations in the Hoseinia of His Holiness 

the Lord of Martyrs in Shiraz in Farvardin 1387 [April 2008]. In this operation, 



fourteen ritual mourners in the Hoseinia were martyred and over two hundred 

were wounded. Some of the martyrs were even infants and invalids.5 

Among this Royalist Society grouplet’s operations the was the use of the 

electoral atmosphere to advance the grouplet’s regime-change goals in the 

context of America’s, Britain’s, and Israel’s strategy on this matter, which has 

the following program put on its internal agenda by the enemy’s intelligence 

services and the leaders of the grouplets:  

1. Gather intelligence on the electoral atmosphere of the tenth presidential 

elections.  

2. Gather intelligence on Islamic Revolutionary Guards and the Basij.  

3. Identify important and crowded centers with the aim of planting bombs.  

4. Identify and execute necessary operations to prepare planting bombs 

and carrying out terroristic operations in two crowded centers for 

casting votes, the Tehran Hoseiniye Ershad and the Narmak’s an-Nabi 

Mosque.  

5. Planting bombs in crowded centers such as the Hazrat Ali Akbar (Upon 

whom be peace!) Chizar Shrine and the Zaid (Upon whom be peace!) 

Shrine in the Tehran Bazaar.  

6. Planting bombs in the Hoseiniaye Fatemiyun in Mojahedin Street.  

7. Using chemical and poison bombs in crowded centers.  

8. Identifying sensitive government centers for planting bombs.  

9. Identifying important fuel and food depots.  

10. Planning to pollute Tehran’s water supply with highly powerful toxins.  

11. Present training to the rioters so they can expand the scope of the riots 

as follows:  

1. Training in forming nuclei of struggle;  

2. Training in the principles of intelligence;  

3. Training in making bombs and hand-made grenades;  

4. Training in confronting the anti-riot police;  

5. Training in partisan warfare;  

6. Training in making electronic shock devices;  

7. Training in making teargas sprays and the means of resisting 

them;  

8. Training in eavesdropping and countering eavesdropping;  



9. Training in getting around filtering and countering ways of being 

identified online;  

10. Training in evading jamming devices;  

11. Training in pursuing and countering being pursued;  

12. Training in working with weapons;  

The above-mentioned items speak of how the terroristic Royalist Society 

grouplet has, over the past two years, acted towards the overthrow of the 

sacred system of the Islamic Republic of Iran and how the members of this 

grouplet, aware of the situation, have acted in accord with the goals of the 

intelligence services of the enemy and leaders of the grouplet. 

Similarly, existing indicators show that this grouplet entered the field to urge on 

the rioters during the post-election riots on the basis of a plan laid by the 

enemies of the Islamic Republic of Iran as a piece of the puzzle for a velvet 

coup as one of the powerful arms of the regime-change current to bring the 

strength of the system of the Islamic Republic of Iran into question and create 

a widespread and irreparable crisis. We can take, for instance, the plan to 

explode a bomb in His Holiness the late Imam’s shrine in 30/3/88 [June 20, 

2009] by someone named Bizhan Abbasi, who was killed through the officers’ 

alertness before he could approach the sacred grave of the Imam (God’s 

mercy be upon him!) and died in the explosion. 

The most important foreigner[s] in the case of the Royalist Society are: 

12. Jamshid Sharmehr. He was one of the grouplet’s leaders and was 

based in Los Angeles, America. He was the contact between the CIA 

and the Royalist Society and played an essential role in the grouplet;  

13. Emanuel Afar. He was originally Jewish and an officer in Mossad and 

lives in America and Israel;  

14. Dardaneh Manuchehr. He is based in London, England and is the 

grouplet’s contact with the British Intelligence Service;6  

It is necessary to note that after the explosion in the Hoseinia of the Lord of 

Martyrs in Shiraz, a red alert was sent out by the [dastgah-e faza'i] and 

presented to the international police. Unfortunately, the American an British 

police (despite their participation in terrorist acts and the acceptance of this 



matter in the media), they did not offer any cooperation in arresting and turning 

in the accused: 

Mohammad Reza Ali Zamani, son of Esmail 

Ahmad Karimi, son of Mohammad 

Hamed Ruhinezhad, son of Mohammad Reza 

Arash Rahmani, son of Davud 

Amir Reza Arefi, son of Ahmad 

An explanation of the charges of each of the accused is reflected in the file 

and their indictment the proofs of the charge and the degree of culpability of 

each of them in the recent sedition is enumerated. 

Assistant to the Revolutionary Public Prosecutor 



http://www.farsnews.net/newstext.php?nn=8805170594 

 

 mnopq يSaدhآ tوژ_v wcoxXq از tو_z wcqدو {Yاhi_|cآ }qSآ wXq 

�m ا�hokم در �_ا�} wXq آhi_|cاdz_�i : {Yاري �Sرسbq از mzb�TSoR Q` ان_xa ب��Rو ا mqho�Skqون دادSXYن 

hآ� e�R Q` mnopq يSaدhآ tردhi {��� tوژ_v نSoxXq از tو_z wcqدو mq�Yري اhxo� ��Spq و QRS�c` يSره

  .هSي اv _ci_داi} اT_ان و z_وه�Sxي �b ا��Rب و a_ورmX�T در �hادث �v از اS`SpXRت و h�fب

 Q` mnopq يSaدhآ tردhi {��� tوژ_v نSoxXq از tو_z wcqدو {Yاhi_|cآ }qSآ wXq رسS� اريdz_�i ارشdz Q`

{Yح ا_� wTا :  

  

hاآ wn� mّn� {okRا So` رب wcq_�on� ًا_cx� ن ((  

 Q�k� م_X�q {YSTان 15ر_xa mq�Yب ا��Rا tSzداد   

 wcoت دهS`SpXRدر ا mq�Yان ا_Tر اSpXا�_v و {Yادوbi دم_q اآ�_يb� رh�� از �v bTر دارS��XYا Qآ QRh�RSoه

`f SرSxRSqي اSqم در S�cq bTb�aق b�qد )) Qn�bq ا�m�Sk ((دورt رhxo� {YSTري و ��Q` Wc د�hت S�qم kq¡  ره�_ي

�Qcn ((را�{  Qا� £oو )) ر� m�Tري د¤SY دم_q در m�Tگ زر_` Qآ mq�Yب ا��Rوزي ا_cv لSY wcqا mY در

رآhردي `Q�`SY m از ��hر q_دم در �Sxن `Q ¨�} رS` bRSkq mRST_� bcRSY ا�SpXرات S¡Rم اmq�Y در داi{ و Siرج 

wTا mTSoR tScY و Q�X� دS�Tد اb©ر درhاز آ� mqho� ا�SpXر �¡c  و ا�iل در R¡  و اQkqS� {c�q و eTh�a اذهSن 

 {c�_� Qoاز ه tدS|XYن و اS�RS�c` S` طS�aو ار ¬n {©_� و ا�_اد ��Spq يSه QRSYي از ر_cz t_x` S` و bqf_`

 S` bRدh` Sq mq�Yا wxcq {c�qا Q` زدن Q`_� اي_` mX©_� دb©در }�� Sx�SY از Qب آ��Rا b� يSxوه_z mا�_

Q®ha و S�YرhTي �_T¬ آSراQR اد�Sي n�a¬ و �k{ دراS`SpXRت mkY در hoR }Tb�aدن m�T از `dرwT_Xz ا�SpXرات 

 b�Xم دا�S¡R Qcn� QRازاbRا_` maS¯cn�a Q`_� و mXc�qا e�S° Q` ان_Tا mq�Yري اhxo� مS¡R mYScY .  

 }T¤ان د_xa mRSXYداد QqSRS�_ا�mn�� m اSx`h�f wT و b�X�qات ا¨�Sت �_م SYزSqن در �QX�±z Q�n در Qqb�q اول اد

 bcYر رS��XYا Q` _ciا tb� يdTر QqSR_` و QX�ST . يSرهhآ� mي و _ا�dTر QqSR_` ep` در دو Q�n� wTدر ا

 bk` ادثh� ن درSRf {�Siر و دhم در آ�_R ازيbRو `_ا m�Svر �_وh¡�q Q` ان_Tا mq�Yري اhxo� ��Spq و QRS�c`

`SpXRت و از اS`SpXRاز ا �v ادثh� در SxRf e�R و mX�Tور_a ب و��Rاb� يSxوه�_z تSqاbري ا�hxo� {YSTت رS

 bRSYر mq رS��XYا Q` _ciي اSx`h�f :  

`_QqSR رdTي و _ا�m آ�hرهSي `QRS�c و hxo� ��Spqري اmq�Y اT_ان `h¡�q Qر �_وm�Sv و `_اbRازي R_م ) ا�� 

  bk از اS`SpXRت رhxo� {YSTري در آ�hر و SRf e�Rن در �hادث `

cv_وزي ا��Rب اmq�Y و `i Q´_ ا�SXدن µ�S�q اSokXYري `S�RS�cن در داi{ آ�hر و Q�´�q اXY_اS� ²cni WT³aرس 

tس و در دورSYا wcoو `_ه tbTد_z ان_Tا mq�Yري اhxo� Qcn�هSي  Q` _��q ا�dاqh·i eT} و د�m�o ¶_ب 

  .  ا��S¡R S` Qn`S�q {x� maSم ،در دhXYر آSر SxRf �_ار QX�_z ا�nXpq{Y؛ا�_اي _�Sxي bkXqد mYScY و

 º�� در mX�cRhcx©  Tن و ���} رژSX�RS¯اق و ا�_�از hYي د�T_؛SX�_zري ¶_ب `Y Q_آ_دS�T_qf mz در `�aSق 

�hxo� Qcnري اmq�Y 22و ��º ...  روزd� S` tب ا33 mqS¡R Q�Tdz ي_czرS�` نS�qل و اSoX؛ا�td¶ tان  روز_Tا

 S` ان_Tا mq�Yري اhxo� سb�q مS¡R ري درSXiSY ات_cc¯a دS�Tس اSYا wcoو `_ه tداد eهSا�{ آb� Q` را



{Yا QX�_z ر ¶_ب �_ارSر آhXYم در د_R ن وSx�v تSqاbو ا� maS�در هwco راSXY؛ ��Sي .رو�T_دهSي wThR ا�

Q���، QRSYزي، رS�q tارhهSq يSر....اي و هSاري آd`ان اh�� Q`t_x` ردhq ،رSا�� _cc¯a {x� wThR و bqf  داري_`

 SXTSxR ر وSXر� _cc¯a يS�`_Tر؛زSا�� _cc¯aب؛_¶ mYhYS� تSc`س ادSYو `_ا QX�_z ن �_ارS�RS�c`"  رhر آ�SXiSY _cc¯a

  . را در hi mvاهb دا�}

اmq�Y اT_ان `_ QY در هwco راSXY؛ SxXYScYي �bTb ¶_ب و `Q وS�T_qf t³T و اhxo� S` Qn`S�q {x� m�cn�Rري 

  : ا©{

  

1-mYآ_اhqزي   دSY)ب_¶ µ�S�q اف وbاه S` ¬YS�Xq mYآ_اhqد .(  

  هS  هSي داmni و bTb�a ا�Xiف SYزي S¡Rم در داS` }i اS�Tد SRاh¯�q  m�qل-2

3-Q�´�q ارbXر ا�Sxq   ان_Tا mq�Yري اhxo� اي  

�mqho، اS�Tد SYزSqناhXYار z_دtbT آ��a {x� Q½ اwT اهbاف اS|XYدt از رQRSY، د mYSon¾T دم_q يSه  Q��� د وSxR

tو را mRbq mRSq_�SR فbه S` نS|�Spq mهbRSqزSY و mS�aار  e�R wT_Xoxq از {Rh�i ري ازS� tرزS�q tوژ_v ازيbRا

{Yا QX�ST ¿c·pa انb` dcR mS�aار wThR ارd`ي آ�ن و اSه Qد�h` و tدh` ردارhi_` رآ_دSي . و آhY از

qزSY؛_�Tن دhc�Tزhvرض و اSkq mniت داSRS�qو ا Sه {©_� mqSoa داري از_` t_x` Q` {��R ب_¶ mYhYS� يSن هS

mq بh��q SxRf maScno���hان `SزوهSي ا�_اmT و  Q` Qآ  tو_z }c�� ر ازhآ±q يSxوه_zو tدho�R {n|¶؛ bRد_z

S¡R نbRSآ� e�S° Q` و m�qاSR دS�Tزي،اSY نST_� {x� زاديf {�xR mRhRS�_c¶  ��v نhXY م وS¡R tدScv ¬�S� م و در

bRداز_v mq e�R يS|Tا Q` نS�oد� .  

 ¬o` ¬�S� ن ودرS�RS�c` {TSo� و {Tاbه S` ا_z مh� و ¬n QTd�a تSRST_� ر وb�a،wc��S�q Wوه_z؛SXYرا wcoدره

c�qاb� يSه QqSR_` ا�_اي Q` درتS�qزي؛SY و `�_ان mXcqh� و mYScY تS��Xiد اS�Tور،ا_a،اري±z مSTدر ا mX

اS`SpXRت رhxo� {YSTري hoRدbRآ�a Qش �a {x_ور m�T از آbTbRSاهSي رhxo� {YSTري و اS�XRب fن `S¡R Qم در 

�m؛m�T از SoXا� �nXpq يSه QT¤ ه  درha م وSx`د اS�Tت و اS��Xiش ا_X�z،مS¡R wc�h®�q Qcn�راSXYي اT_اد اSxaم 

 mq بh��q SxRf تSqاbاف و ا�bي اهSه QRhoRدد_z .  

  : راه�SرهSي �_وhxo� m�Svري اmq�Y اT_ان 

��hان راه�SرهSي  ���cv {x_د b�q ({YScYس �hxoري اmq�Y اT_ان ( د�S�oن S¡Rم  Q` را mTSرهh�q ر؛hآ±q يSه

 QX�`ت واS�YÁq و maS��_وhxo� m�Svري اmq�Y اT_ان _ا�cY_a ،m  و �x} ا�_ا در اScXiر دS�XYهSxي ا�

tازا �_ار داد b�aرS�� SxRf از mi_` Qآ bR :  

  Âcn�a و a_و²T �_ورت S¡R mYScY _cc¯aم؛ ) 1

2 ({TSo� wc` يSه QTدS�aاز ا mnnoا� }��a ق `�_ وh�� µا�bq ح�´©S` يSxوه_z ،فS�©ي ، ا_zرSي آSه  mRbq يSه

  . hxo� ��Spqري اmq�Y اT_ان

3 ( T_�a لSo�   .هSي ا�S·Xدي �hxo� Qcnري اmq�Y اT_ان ا

  cR m�Sq {Th�a_وهSي ��Spq داS¡R }iم؛ `·hرت Sx�vن ) 4

در ... هS و mTSYS��NGO، �±ب و haاSYb�oRزي q_اآd و ا�_اد و ا��Sر Áq¨_ در �b�RSq QkqS زSRن، �hاSRن، ) 5

 wckq افbاه Q` }cR {x� .  

SY ري درhxo� {YSTت رS`SpXRاري اdz_` {x� رhآ�  Th�a در mocY_a ولb� Q` Q�ha S` 1388ل mTا�_ا QqSR_` ؛



{©_� S` نS�RS�c` jYha قh� افbزادي اهf از m�n  ان و_Tا mq�Yري اhxo� م_R ازيbRي `_اSXYد ؛در راh�hq يSه

 mqho� mYSon¾Tد tوژ_v ¬�S� در)Public diplomacy ( نSx�v تSqاbو ا�)Covert Action ( ا�_ا Qn�_q Q`

{Yا tbqfدر .  

�v تSqاbم و ا�_R ازيbRن`_اSx :  

�ST mqhoد  mYSon¾Tان دh�� S` نf از mqho�`_اbRازي R_م آS� S` Qه_ي fراQXY و `_اي �Sدي SYزي در dRد ا��Sر 

b�S` mq }Tي ذSه mz³Tو و  cهS|q داراي bRدhoR :  

  : از m�T_¡�q از دS�XYهSxي ا��maS ¶_ب 

�Q` mqho دS�Rل اwT هbف اY} آµ�S�q Q و اSq mnq {c�q ر" mYSon¾Tدم د_q _` _c¨Sa و mهSzf ،درك ½T_ ا از

  . " آ�hرهSي دÄ|� _�T آ_دt و از x� wc` h�X|z_وbRان Sq و S�Yhqت و هSTSXoن SxRf در Siرج t_x` dcR `�_د

هSي ��_ي �Sآ  `_ �hاQ` m`_¶ µq دh� _�Tاµq  هS و °Sxر°hب `_اbRازي R_م از دtSzbT ¶_ب هco�a SRSo{ ارزش

  . هSي S¡Rم z Q´nY_دد `h© Qرت hiدآSر f  X�cYن آ�hر هbف SXq¨_ و هo_اYScY S` t}اSa {Y از اT_ wT½ و 

o ب_¶ mqho� mYSon¾Tف دbه "{nq   Sه "{YScY در }cx�a فbه S` اري±z_c¨Sa نf mTSxR {TS¶ و _c�q ي  وSه

� mYSon¾Tب دh°رS° ن درSx�v تSqاbا� wTا_`S�` {Yا QRازاbRن و `_اSx�v تSqاbا� Q` فh´kq wX�` رS�` مdnX�q ؛mqho

tbcÅcv thc� wT_a  b�S` mq mo�Sxa mRت رواScno�  هSي 

 xq از b�aرS��  : wT_a اهbاف اv wT_وژt از دv QT_¡R tSzbT_دازان 

1-{x� Q` {دن دو�hoR ي  وادار_cz mqد_q يSرهS�� ½T_ ن ازSRf _¡R ردhq يSه .  

  . cz_ي  ا�Xiل در �_اco·a b�T  اS�Tد ��Sي �bم ا�SoXد h®�q Q` {��R¤ن S¡Rم و-2

3-thc� ²Tو_a م وS¡R لh©و ا µ�S�q از QkqS� mqho�هSي hqردR¡_ در �QkqS از _Wc��a ½T در   ا�R_اف ا��Sر 

  . هSي S¡Rم ارزش

4-eTا_z ف در�Xiد اS�Tان   ا_Y آ_دن  xXq ½T_ از {coآS� دم و_q نScq mTاb� و Q�_|a و QkqS� �nXpq يSه

��R م وS¡Rن¤h®�q Q` آ±ب دادن { .  

  . `S هbف ا�Xiل در و�bت mnq... اS��Rق در z_وهSxي ��_ي، �q ،mqh±ه�m و -5

mq رSxا� m`_¶ يSرهhآ� Qر�Si از وزراي m�Tن ؛Sx�v تSqاbاز ا� ep` wTا {coاه wcc�aدارد در" : ،_�S� نSqدر ز

�mqho در S` Q�TS�q د�T_ ا�bا �aش mYSon¾Tد Q�cqدر ز Sq يSه xq رSc�` تSq ش�a wTا Qي آh�R Q` {Yا _a  Sه

  . " `b�S هSي d� mq ��Spqء¤Si {YScY W|�Tر�Sq m در `_ا`_ دو�}

wc` لh�Xq jTا_� S` قS�´Rاي ا_` Qآ ½`SY رويh� m�Svاز �_و �v ب_¶ mnq {c�q³ي اaا_XYو  ا mا�_ mnnoا�

f mXc�qا �nXpq يSxهS�XYرا `_اي د m|TSو� ،bTد_z زيSYزS` wccka ³يaا_XYا wTا _¨Áq ي ا�_ايSXYدر را Sرهhن آ�

  . اmXc�q را baوhoR wTدt اY} _و p�q¿ آ_دt و در هwco راdz SXYار�Sت راه�_دي

}okرا�hXYدر د Q�ha }`S� QX�R {x� ر؛hآ±q تSار�dz يSي ه_cz  S` و tدh` نSx�v تSqاbي ا�SXYدر را SxRf تSqاbي ا�Sه

 ،mqS¡R º�� wX�Rدا m|X�q"� م_R º� " از درون "و m�Svو_� "mq دSx��cv mq�Yري اhxo� _`را در `_ا  bآ�� .  

 mYSon¾Tب دh°رS° و در mq�Yري اhxo� Qcn�راه�SرهSي baوtb� wT در S` }`S�a اT_ان SThzي اXY_ا³aي ¶_ب 

tازbRا Q` نf ر`_ديSي آSرهSراه� {coو اه tدh` mqho� mq ت راSار�dz wTا Qآ {Yان  اي اha" نSx�v تSqاbا� {�|cRSq

  . ¶_ب �hxo� Qcnري اbon� mq�Yاد آ_د" 

�mqho در `_ا`_  m�T از SqS�qت ار�b اmXc�q ¶_ب در `Scن اهS�` {coرcz_ي اXY_ا³aي mYSon¾Tد Q` فh´kq يSه



mq رSxان، ا�_Tدارد ا" :،mqS¡R تSRS�qا ،mRS�Rوي ا_cR {c|cآ ،{cko� {coآ ،m�cqز_Y {kYظ وS�� Q` ان_Tا µ`S�q 

 m` maرb� Q` ،Q�´�q b�naرSو ه QRScqورSi ز درSXoq mTScا�_¯� {ck�hq ر وS�_Y mkc�  _�Tد Qآ tb� }Tb�a }Tb`

moR ن آ_دh�R_Y ن راf mqS¡R رشhT S` انha " .  

WcXآSa ي_czرS�` ورت_� _` Qآ maSار�dz  xq يSرهh�q QqSR_` يSThz ،bRدار bcآSa mqho� mYSon¾Tي دSه {Yا mTSه 

bRدار _Y در mq�Yري اhxo� Qcn� mqho� mYSon¾Tان دh�� {�a دان ¶_ب_oXدو� Qآ :  

1 *t_x` ان_Tا mRت دروS��Xiداري از ا_` .  

2 * mqS¡R امbي ا�S�` م_R ازيbRي `_ا_czرS�` .  

3 *mRSq_�SR Q` زدن wqدا }��a در mRbq يSار هd`ان اh�� Q` m|�© و mXدو�_c¶ يSدهSxR و mTh��Rي داSه  xq يSه

  . ��Sر `_ اT_ان

4 *wc` رتS¡R دhو� _` bcآSa ت �_ورتS`SpXRا _` mnnoا� .  

  . `�_ و دhqآ_اmY در اT_ان  �TSo} رSTآSراQR از ��hق* 5

6 *tرا Q��� {Th�a ازي وbRدم  ا_q ¬T_� و mTSoR tScY رh¡�q Q` mRhTdThna و hTد رادbkXq يSه  

  .  داTSo� mni} از اhvزhc�Tن* 7

8 *�a {c�Sk� در }cxNGOب_¶ S` h�oي هSه .  

  . cx�a{ در ©bور وdTا `_اي ا�_ادbkX�q و هS` h�o اهbاف ¶_ب * 9

10 * b�RSq b�o�bزش هhqf ر `_اي �±ب وhرج از آ�Si يSرهS�coY ر �_آ} درh¡�o` mRا_Tان اh� ن¤Sk� ت ازh�د

  .... wT وQÅRf آQ در آ�hرهSX�`_© }�q mTSن، �wc¾cnc، اbRوdRي، �mnc،اوآ_ا

  . اS|aق ا�SXد 

bRا tوردf دhi mXc�qي اSه wT_Xاز دآ m�p` ؛ در_�Tي دhY از :  

هSي د�T_ي در hqرد اT_ان دارT  آ�R  Q_اa .mR_ از هÉc آ�hري �d اT_ان hqا�w�oq Sq  Th�R Q اb� m��S° S` {Yي"

QXه� }�S�q tازbRا Q` b�Xه�  xq اي .mRا_�R i }� mqSه�� {TSxR در Sq يSذ هSpaا S` ان_Tا {qh�� Qآ b� bاه�h

{YScY ،راه�_دي moco·a bهb` زاديf دhi دم_q Q` و bTSoR زS` د راhi mYScY مS¡R و tداد _cc¯a د راhi يSه . wTا

{YSq mTS¶ فbه Q�S�q .{Yان ا_Tدم ا_q S` }qSka ش_X�z Sq ي . راه�_دS�aاد و ارb�XYدي اh`SR يSXYدر را Sq

mqSoa ا`dارهSي mYScY، ا�S·Xدي و دWcaSon¾T و ا`dارهSي د�T_ي آQ در اScXiر دارT  اS|XYدt دhqآ_اmY آSرbqf، از 

��Sرb�a از Qno� نf از Qآ_د آ  cاهhi :  

oقh�� Ê�R اردhq يSا��  _�` .  

oاز ا©�ح {TSo�  {��R اريdz_` ½T_ ن ازS�n رتS|Y و Qر�Si در وزارت mTSه QRSi دhi يSه .  

  m�Sq {TSo� {x از �c�Sk} هSي hqرد R¡_ ¶_ب در داi{ اT_ان h` ¿c·paد�Q در �

o T_�a لSo�  . هS` mTS هbف اS�Tد ��Sف `q wc_دم و �Sآco}  ا

 ،mniدا jTا_� Q` Q�ha S` mqho� mYSon¾Tن دSد�hi لh� Q` ST م_R ازيbRا_` tوژ_v د؛h�hq داتS�XYس اSYا _`

Q�´�q wc` اي و q ق_ Q` mq�Yري اhxo� mnnoا� xq Qآ {Yا QX�_z ار_� m`_¶ دان_oXر دو�Sر آhXYدر د �nXp  wT_a

��Sرb�a از SxRf :  

1 ({c�Sk� و Wcaا_�qي دSارزش ه tرS`در mYرS� واتd� رS�XRو ا mXدو�_c¶ يSن هSqزSY Q` زشhqfو Woآ Qي  ارا�Sه

  . mRbq ه  �f S` {xن 



2 (o� فbه S` ي_�i µ`S�q Q��� دS�Tران `_اي اS�R_�i زشhqfµ  ؛}cn�a ت وS�  fوري ا�

  hqfزش و SYزbRSqهSk� m¤ن ��hق `�_ در اT_ان �hn´qSR t_x°  cY_a {xب از S¡Rم؛ ) 3

هS و hqfزش در`Sرdz_` th�R tاري اS`SpXRت و ارا�Q ا��Sت آqS{ از آbTbRSاهSي اSY maS`SpXRل  TSY} اS�Tد وب) 4

  ؛ 1388

5 (_� }¶S�q ان وb�q_ن، ه�STh��Rام داd�هSي آbcnي و S�q©¬  اي و hqfزش x� SxRf} آSدرSYزي `_اي Q� {�vا

  ��Sس در tb�Tf؛ 

m`ان در دو_Tر اhqا _Xد� �cYSa mv در)S�T_qf ي_��hدر آ�� _�X�q ( از Qآ S�T_qf Qر�Si رhqي وزارت اhY از

{Yا tb� داري_` Qp�R ½`SY رويh� m�Svف �_وbه S` د_Y º�� نSqدرز mRhX� در S�Tر tS�TSv. mTSxXc�Sk� _Xد� wTا 

Q�TbRاري `_ ا±z_c¨Sa و mRا_Tن اS��pR ص �±بh·i در  Qcn�هS و `_دا�SxXي SRfن `h¡�q Qر Q` SxRf ¬c¶_a ا�bام 

در هwco راh��pY SXYي و�} وزارت اhqر . در دhXYر آSرhiد �_ار دادt اhxo� mnq µ�S�q. {Yري اmq�Y اT_ان 

  : Siر�S�T_qf Q ا�Sxر mq دارد

ي اT_ان ، `S�T_qf {  S از _S|Y ½TرQRSpa هSي hiد در آ�hرهSي �S� ²cni Qc�Sرس و TSY_ آ�hرهSي هQTS�oدو�"

fژاSx�Rي wc` ma_�S�q اT_ان و S�T_qf را . SYزSxRSqي ¶c_ دو�mX و رQRSY هSي اT_ان هS�oري و qSka{ hiاهb دا�} 

SXYدان و Sonkqن و �_�Q هSي د�T_ از v S�T_qf_داhi {iاهc  ا�dاhi eTاهc  داد و hcncq ²�v Ân�qن د¤ر `_اي `SزدbT ا

  " آ_د 

 m m`ان در دو_Tر اhqا _Xس د�SYا wco2`_ هtاري دورdz_` ¬�S� در _ciل اSY   يSxوه_z امd�هSي hqfز�m و ا

�bkXq mد از ا��Sر S�T_qf Q` �nXpq؛ S�qدرت `Q اS�Tد زQ�cq هSي ¤زم �x} `_�_اري ارS�aط `QT¤ S هSي SoXا� �nXpq

�bت Á�qل اhqر اT_ان در S�q ا وdTو ±iل اhokq }ا�_q m ونb` نSzbRh� تh�و S��pRن �hoR QkqSدt و د

mahoca ،د_��� wcqرا ،dR_` نScnc� نSTS�f m`در دو S�T_qf ي_��hن آ��hYردSÅTر (tدhoR ت_�S�q S�T_qf Q`  Qآ bRا

 Sabo�"R {�zزS` از �v و QX�_z ار_� _c¨Sa {�a S�T_qf Q` SxRf امd���hان h®�qل z }c��a_وهSxي �bTb و ا Q` dc

tb� لSk� bRا .  

�hاq{ داh© SxRf mniرت z_�}، ScTS�T_qfن را `_ fن  mi_` ي_c�XYد S` Qان آ_Tا Qcn� S�T_qf يSx�_ {���

��hان  {�a يbTb� tbTح و ا_ Sa {دا�" tوژ_vEXCHANGE) " Sxوه_z دل ا�_اد وS�a (Tدر را ا�_ا Qآ b�TSoR m

Q�Tdف ه_© S` S�T_qf Q` Sxوه_z ام ا�_اد وd��Qcn اT_ان  °Sر°hب fن ا tb� دS�Tي اSxهS�TSv ½T_ اف ازdz يSه

  . `h�q SرT} د`m آhi bcnرد) د`m، اh�RSXYل، `Sآb�� ،hن و �_اh|�Rرت(

�S�T_qf mqho در اT_ان ��Sرb�a از mYSon¾Tب دh°رS° در S�T_qf تSqاbا�{ ا�_q:   

1 .Q�´�q رS�X`روس؛  ا�_اي _ح اhY دSc�` اي  

2 . tوژ_vEXCHANGE .  

3 .Q�RSد¤ت دو�S�q .  

QT¤ ن ازS��pR ت ا�_اد و_�S�q tوژ_v wTي  در اSxوه_z ¬�S� در QkqS� �nXpq يSت15ه¤STا Q` t_|R   �nXpq يSه

Q�Tdه Qcnآ {iدا_v ،اdTو ±iا }ا�_q Qcn؛ آbTد_z mا�_ S�T_qf  Sه)vاhهbT_i و SهbTزدS` ،}Xه ،Soc(QqSR_` ،  يSه

 وزارت Siر�Q اwT آ�hر و h° maS�YÁq e�hv {�aن  رdTي `S هbاT_Tbq ،{T} و `_h�� ...QqSRر در S�T_qf و 

 `_ ST87دfوري z mq_دد اv wT_وژQ`_� S` t اي آQ وزارت ا��Sت در SYل .(ا�_اw¾Yf ،Ín© ،wTbT_q ...b� mT و 

�hاf }qن وارد hoRدbRSq مSآSR  .(  



¿iS� Qno� از mq ا�_اد wTب اSpXRا {x� _¡R ردhq يS؛  هQ` انha" دنh` انh�" ،" دنh` _¨Áq" ،" Q` moX� {�zزS`

ا�Sرt ... و " ا�_اد داراي �bم hYءmYScY Q�`SY "، "ارS�aط `SxR SدهS و q_اآd دو��c·�a" ،" mXت �m�S "، "اT_ان 

  . آ_د

_v maS���Sرb�a ازEXCHANGEوژt اهbاف mYScY و ا� S�T_qf  :  

1-wc··pXq S` _¨Áq طS�aد ارS�Tو ا QkqS� �nXpq يSxوه_z S` Q´`اري را_�_`  .  

  . آ��Szbن �R _cc¯a  S�T_qf Q` {��R_ش و دtSzbT �_آ}-2

3-T¤ jYha رS�� ½T_ از S�T_qf S` ان_Tدو�} ا Q´`وم `_�_اري راd� فbه S` ان_Tا QkqS� ش در_�R _cc¯a Q  يSه

QkqS� wT_Tز .  

4-Q´�R و }cn�a Q` m`ScXYات �_آ}  د_¡R  tوژ_v ن درSzbآ��EXCHANGE .  

5-QT¤ ذ درh|R  QqSR_` و m�SoXي ا�Sان ه_Tدر ا S�T_qf QXر� {Yاز د µ�S�q يScا� {x� يdTر .  

  .  ��Sر `Q دو�} `_اي cc¯a_ ر�SXر-6

7-QTSv نb� {�Y  vو_� {TSxR و در �ck�a ،{ي دو�SمهS¡R m�S .  

��hان m��q Sx�a اT_ان-8 Q` S�T_qf m�_kq  .  

9-{coآS� و {nq نScq فS�� bTb�a  .  

10 - co·a مS¡R ل در�iر  اhي آ�_cz .  

  . dcqf هS و Sko�aت ا�X_اض SYزي و z_c¨Sa±اري در �ST_�  º�cXcq ¬�Sن- 11

  . اS|XYدt اmXc�q از S��pRن �hY  QkqSء- 12

13 -mqh� تSRST_� WT_�a  .  

  .  cc¯a_ات ��hq m�hرد R¡_ در راSXYي S¡Rم ��m�h ¶_ب- 14

  . ا�mnno در �_©Q اmaS`SpXR هSي `wc  اS�Tد cc¯a_ات در S¡Rم اmaS`SpXR آ�hر `d� QRSx` Qوم و�hد S¡Rرت- 15

هSي ¶_`Q�TS�q S` m �_اS� jTآ  `_ آ�hر اT_ان و آ�hرهh° mTSن اآ_اwT و SX��_zن اS`SpXRت را `�X_  دو�}

 mqد_q }c�RSXv داري از_` t_x` S` و tدhoR m`Scارز� _¡R ردhq ات_cc¯a دS�`د و اhi bcnv افbد اه_��cv {x� m�YS�q

 mYScY Q` m�SoXت ا�S��S´q }Tb�a و {Rh�i ري ازS� tرزS�q thc� S` ون و_c` ر ازS�� و mر�Si  c�X�q {�Siون دb`

wT_Xoxq انh�� Q` mXR_X�Tا {TSY و QRSYي رS�� ي وSه QqSR_` ا�_اي Q` امbا� mRhRS� _هS� Q` يSه Q|�Áq ار وd`ا 

 bRدhoR دhi .  

�tbo ا�bاSqت `S�RS�cن؛ `Q وS�T_qf t³T و ا�cn�R؛  ، wcoxXq تSا�_X�`_اSYس S� ²TSXR©{ از S�c��aت `tbqf }ok و ا

�_©m�X�q Q `_ روش wTان در ا_Tا mq�Yري اhxo� Qcn� {c�Sk� {x� mq }Tي ذSه �S`b :  

1-tاري دورdz_`  رhرج از آ�Si در mز�hqf يSه .  

2-{TSY نb� لSk�  QRSYو ر mXR_X�Tي اSه QqSR_` اف وbس اهSYر `_ اSا�� mهbRSqSY و mRSYف ا�ع رbه S` ي  ايSه

_¡Rردhq) . Sxqل وارد °} روSXc�Tد mYار_� tو_z مSR Q` ي_Xد� �cYSa S` S�T_qf Qر�Siرhqوزارت ا SXYرا wcoدر ه

�c¡�a m  را`´Scq Qن q_دم اT_ان و دو�} hR Q` و tدhoR ط `_�_ارS�aدم ار_q S`  c�X�q رتh·` و tb� Sو و`�گ ه

`�S`_اS�T_qf mYScY }�S�q wT از _T½ دmYSon¾T اQ` mXR_X�T دS�Rل ��cv_د راه�_د اS�Tد ��Sف . S�T_qf را `_�tbx دارد

WcXآSa دS�Tان و ا_Tدم ا_q ن دو�} وScq  يSهbRbqf_` mRا_Tن اSRاh� ½T�� S` h�oه (.  

3-Q��� نb� لSk�   اي tارhهSq يSن(هS`ز mYرS� t³Tو Q` .(  



4-QT¤ از mTSxوه_z بSpXRا  m�SoXا� �nXpq يSه)tو_z  ،bcaSYن، اSTh��Rان، داb�q_ه� ،m��dv ،m�h�� يSه

�S�T_qf Q` {oTd و �_آ} در `_QqSR...)رو�hcRSن و {x�  ي وbTزدS` يSهmز�hqf .  

5-QqSR_`   ان_Tا mq�Yري اhxo� سb�q مS¡R رSXiSY در _cc¯a فbه S` رSXر� _cc¯a ر وSا�� _cc¯a {x� يdTر .  

6-QqSR_`و tb�Tf Q` {��R يbcqاSR eTاdا� {x� زيSY_X�`   Q` {��R ش_�R و eTا_z {Th�a ر وhدرآ� mTي ا�_اSه

S�T_qf .  

7-aS�c��a و maSk�S´q تS�YÁq نb� لSk�  dاآ_q S` طS�aد ارS�Tو ا _¡Rردhq ا�_اد S` طS�aاري ار_�_` {x� mTSvارو m

  . داmni در �v ¬�S_وژSxR tدSYزي

8-QcYرh` Qي ��_ي  ارا�_T±v_c¨Sa از �v SxRf {�zزS` و _¡Rردhq ا�_اد Q` mnc·�a يSه .  

9-tن، راS��pR و �±ب mTSYS�� ¬�S� در �cn�Rدن اhoR لSk�   يSن هSqزSY ازيbRا _¡Rردhq ام ا�_ادd�¶c_دو�mX و ا

  . `Q داi{ آ�hر

10 -tاري دورdz_`  �cn�Rو ا b�nري در هS�R_�i mز�hqf يSه .  

11 -t_x`  moYر_c¶ تSS�aاري ار_�_` {x� mn�q انb�qرSداري از آ_` .  

12 -t_x` {x� mYhYS� يSن هSqزSY _TSY S` maS�  .  SxRf`_داري از ا��Sت و اSRS�qت  S�aدل و هS�oري ا�

   WT_�a و هbاq {T_دم �X�z {x_ش داQ�q ا�X_ا�Sت - 13

 {YSTر tدور wcoت دهS`SpXRن در اS�RS�c` maS�  : �hxoري رو�T_دهS و ا�bاSqت ا�

S�� m��Yي h�hqد در آ�hر `h¡�oر اS�Tد ni{ در روا`Scq jن q_دم و S��pRن `S�q Sم kq¡   `_رmY و اS�qن) 1

  ره�_ي و و¤Qc�� {T ؛ 

و ) در داi{ و Siرج از آ�hر( �aش �x} آSهTSo� e} هSي q_دmq از S¡Rم b�qس �hxoري اmq�Y اT_ان )2

��hان ا��hي �hq½ در dRد  Q` ان_Tن اb� }Tb�a از {kRSoq فbه S` ان_Tا mq�Yري اhxo� Qxو� {���

  TSY_آ�hرهSي �Sxن؛ 

3 (t_x` ردhq افbاه Q` }cR رh¡�o` mqد_q }c�RSXv داري از_`b�RSq _¡R  :m` دS�Tا  Q` زدن wqدي و داSoX�ا

mYا_�qد tوژ_v ا�_اي ،mniن داhcYزوhvو ا mXcqh� تSRST_� {Th�a ،mqد_q تSا�_X�SYزي در اT_ان `S هbف  ا

  cc¯a_ در ا��Sر، ر�SXر و SXiSY _cc¯a SًXTSxRر S¡Rم ؛ 

4 (t_x` ،{coآS� دم و_q نScq فS�� bTb�a {x� ش�a �Xiداري از ا_` wTد در اh�hq يSه {c�_� و mniت داS�

tزh� در t³Tو Q` Q�cqز mه�±q و mqh� تS��Xiا ،wc�h®�q و mYScY تSRST_� ،ابdا� Q` طh`_q يSه .  

�hxo� Qcnري اmq�Y اT_ان ) 5 {c�Sk� {x� رhرج از آ�Si  c�q نScRا_Tاز ا m�p` ½Th�a .t_x` و  maS¯cn�a داري_`

Rf تSا�_X��Sت و اSoXاز ا�Sx .  

6 (mRS�cX�v و {Tاbه ،mهbRSqزSY QRSYو ر mYScY ،ديSq يSن  هhc�Tزhvا wc` mTا_�oو ه mX�Tور_a يSxوه_z اي از

m�SoXا� mرا�SR يSxوه_z S` }iن داhc�Tزhvرج و اSi و }iدا .  

7 (tدور }c��aم و_R ازيbRا_` tوژ_v ي ا�_ايSXYزي در راSY_X�`  �nXpq يSرهhدر آ� mز�hqf يSه)oاز� Qn

b�nرات و هSqا ({Rh�i ري ازS� tرزS�q ق `�_ وh�� نh° maS�h�hq ¬�S� در .  

�m و `t_x  هST_� {x� SنNGOاS�Tد و �Sq {TSoدي و h�kqي از ) 8SoXا� �nXpq يSه QT¤ زي درSY  ي از_cz

m�X�q jTدر �_ا SxRf تSRS�qو ا }c�RSXv .  

�t³T m در �hزQ`t و(هSي داSk�  mniل hoRدن v_وژt اS�Tد `�_ان) 9SoXي ا�Sه ( _cc¯a ،ون_c` ر ازS�� ي _ح_c�cv و



  از درون؛ 

�Scnoت) 10 _` dآ_oa QkTS� ،ÏRن رواST_� ،Ïاآ�_v {TSY ½T_ از mq�Yم اS¡R يbqfرSآSR Âcn�a زى وSY  يSه

Q��� ،mXR_X�Tا tارhهSq يSه mYرS� اي m` و S�T_qf ايb© t³Tو Q` نS`ز m` ��� _TSY و mYرS� mYQ  ي_�i يSه

{�´nY ،ب �_اري��Rاb�  ؛mS�aار }TSYو _TSY و wc��S�q ن وS�n  

  . هSي ¶c_دو�mX و �_SRSTت S¡R ��Spqم �S¡R {xرت `ScR Q`} از S�T_qf `_ روbR اS`SpXRت هbاSY {TزSqن) 11

ز ��{ از روز  روb�10ودًا (Saآbc `_ `_وز n�a¬ و �bم اS�coن `dz_` {q�Y Qاري اS`SpXRت در اT_ان ) 12

�´hq : µاردي °hن(هSي h`_qط `Q وزارت اhqر Siر�Q  و �aش �x} ا��Sء h�hqع از _TSY ½T}) cz_ي راي

tزh� در SاهbTbRSآ wT_�SR رh�� صh·i ل درSوز ا��_` ،{R_X�Tا {�_Y eهSآ ،WqScv لSYي راي ارSي  ه_cz

 اY} آh®�q Qل آRSc© QXco} از fراء SXYد S�fي ؛ ¤زم `b��S`(Íc�ha Q از S�Rت b�qرج در اh·i wTص mq... و 

�o�_` wo_دن hqارد q±آhر؛ و�hع SxRf را د�hYhq) Qko�15/3/88 ( _` mncي، WT dcR ه|QX ��{ از روز اS`SpXRت 

  . n�a¬ اo� _` maS`SpXR_دh` tد

13 (Q�cqو ز WT_�a {زي `_اي �_آSY {Rh�i ىSه Q�cqو ز mRbq mRSq_�SR و mniدا dcqf زSYبh�f عhي  ي `_اي و�Sه

  mRS`Sci و اS�Tد SRاm�q و T_pa¬ و ا¶S�Xش؛ 

�hxo� Qcnري اmq�Y اT_ان `Q وt³T در�_©h�� Ê�R Qق `�_ `S هbف  �aش �x} اSxaم) 14 mRروا º�� زي وSY

wc` Q©_�  . ا�no{ ا�dاeT اdRواي �hxoري اmq�Y اT_ان در 

Qh`_q mYhYS آS` ¬YS�Xq Q اهbاف و رو�T_دهSي �hق و از هSي � `_mi از ا�bاSqت آ�hرهSي ¶_`m و SYزSqن

QRSpaرS|Y ½T_ QRSYو ر Sاز؛  ه b�aرS�� ،tbqfا�_اء در Q` تS`SpXR؛ ��{ از اQX�`ي واSه  

 `m�T S از �a1387ش S|Yرت ا�cn�R `_اي dRدb� WTن `Q ا�dاب mYScY در اT_ان آQ او�Soa wcس در fذر ) 1

t_x°  س `_�_ارS��_Y يSط `_�_ار هS�aان ار_Tا mYScY ابdا� mi_` S` دارد b·� رتS|Y ؛ bTد_z م��و `Q اS�Tن ا

ا�a wTش `ba Sا`c_ ا��maS در هSoن Qn�_q ( آ�b و در هS�RSo ا��م �bk` b از �Y Q` So_اغ fن ا�dاب hiاهc  ر�} 

b� Qا�hq {��� S` . (  

 `�b در h·iص اS`SpXRت در اT_ان ©Sدر �qS� mno18 b{  از hYي دو�} اSX�n�Rن دhXYرا�87kدر اواSY _iل) 2

 Q�ha ردhq مS¡R �nXpq يSه tزh� e�R ري وhxo� {YSTر tدور wcoت دهS`SpXRص اh·i ر درSآ  c��a wo� Qآ

 {Yا QX�_z ار_� .bدر�S© تS�  . و دhXYر ا�f µo� }okوري اS�iرو ا�

Soaس `SXY mi_` SدهSي ا�nX  maS`SpXR اT_ان Sً©h·i �  ،هSي اx� Q` m�cn�R_هSي �S�q pq_ت bkXqد دSon¾Tت) 3

tزh� ت درS`SpXRدر روز ا �cn�Rي اSت هSon¾Tل دSk� رh�� ، Sن هSXY_x� در SاهbTbRSو  آ �nXpq يSه ... wc�q Qآ

�S|Y Qرت در راSXYي اS`SpXRت �a mqشho�q mno� `�Sرcz_ي X�z_دt آSرb�qان mn�q از hYي S|Yرت) b�S` .4 هSي 

µo� _qدر ا �cn�Rا  m�SoXا� jTو �_ا mYScY wc�Sk� و _x� Í´Y ت ازS�در اwT راSXY اbpXYام و . fوري ا�

m�S���S©_ )دآX_ي(`�Sرcz_ي آSرb�qان �c·�a S` mn�qت  S` ي_c�S�a} ارx� SxRf {c�z و ¤S` mYScY e�c` و

_oن هS�Tا m©S·Xiي اSه }cn�a {�STو در maS�اS` t ا��Sت `S ارزش SRfن در زSqن اS`SpXRت؛ داراي دmY_XY ا�

 {Yا tدh` رتS|Y يSش ه�a از m�p` .  

5 (µo� در Sه m�cn�Rا maS�هS ا¶S�S�Xت �v از اS`SpXRت `�QRh اي آf  Qوري ا��Sت از fSRراX�z {c�Sk� mq_دt ا�

mq }c�z ي_czي درSه Q��© Q` د راhi mn�q انb�qرSر دا�  آh´` Sً�T_�a hoRµo� لS�Rد Q` و bRد  wo�bRدh` وريf

اQ` Q��T آSرb�qان mn�q دhXYر دادh` tb� tد S` Sa ا�dاب Soa mYScYس QX�_z و cn�a{ هS و R Q´�R¡_ات SRfن را 



 b�TSoR ارشdz وري وfد_z .  

6 (´i S` تS`SpXRاز ا }�� tان در دور_Tت در اS`SpXRا bRرو _` mYرS� mY m` m` dآ_oXq SًX��R {c�Sk� m�Sط ا��h :

  ... T_pa¬ و�Qx دو�} و  �Sداب h�Rدن اS`SpXRت ، �_h` m�TSqدن اS`SpXRت ، oa_آSi {YScY _` m�T_pa dر�m دو�} 

  هSي اm�cn�R؛  ا��م اS¡XRر و�hع �hادث ¶t_¡X�q _c و wcRhi از hYي دSon¾Tت) 7

8 (mراي �_ه��h� طS�aار- mز�hqf )BC (SY_X�` رh¡�q Q` QkqS� QRb` S` ،رسh` يS´�زي ارSS�aت از _T½ ا

از اT_ wT½ ا�a �cn�Rش دا�} S` Sa دور زدن دو�} اT_ان، ��وmTSYS�� _` t و ... . هSي ز`Sن، و  `_dzاري fزhqن

  . S�Rن ا�_اد hqردR¡_، آwT_Xo هQ�Td را در دQ` mY_XY ا�_اد Áq¨_ در �_اjT `�_اQ` mR دf {Yورد

9 (T_ از µn´q _©S�� mTSYS�� m�cn�Rن اhqزf اريdz_` ½ILETS . آ_د mq ش�a �cn�Rرت اS|Y روش wTدر ا

Q�cqز ،_¨Áq ا�_اد mTSYS�� S` Sa t_x` يSزد هSY  اه_� mRا_�` jTرا در �_ا SxRf داري از_` .  

10 ( ep` دS�TاVIP) تS|T_�a (t_x` يSXYا در راdTو ep` در tزh� در mY_XYي از ا�_اد داراي دb�q  �nXpq يSه

  . �hر و dRدQ��S·q QRSx` Q` SxRf Q` m�T وdTاآ

هSي S|Yرت �x} ارS�aط `S��pR Sن �mqh و �_ه��h¡�q Q` mر ��mTSYS و �SxRf ¬n در �x}  ا�bام دSon¾Tت) 11

_¡Rردhq افbاه .  

 cz_ي `q S_دم هSي S|Yرت در �nXpq ½S�q آ�hر e�hv {�a داSTh��Rن ز`Sن �SرmY و ارS�aط ��hر دSon¾Tت) 12

Q�´�q .  

13 (Q�cqد زS�Tا mYScYي �±ب ا�_ادSه-_¡R ردhq µ�S�q يSXYدر را �cn�Rدر ا mه��_� ) .mRا_�Sxq ÑءاS´� (  

14 (maSk�S´q تS�YÁq طS�aار-maSk�S´q dاآ_q S` �cn�Rا maS�c��a  - ء وSي ا��SXYر در راhآ� }iدا maS�c��a 

  ) xX°IISS  هSوس، . (z_c¨Sa±اري

15 (�Rن اb� لSk� }cTا_Yو ا S�T_qf رh�� مb���hان `Sزوي ا��S�T_qf maS و اY_اcT{ در راSXYي ��_ان  Q` �cn

  . در اT_ان

SYزي f  SxRfوري ا��Sت و Sqfدt هSي h¡�q Q` mYScYر �cz µo_ي `S��pR mi_` Sن، ا�dاب و �c·p} ارS�aط) 16

  . �x} هS�oري `Y S_وf �Tن آ�hر

17 (´q و QRSYب رS�©ا S` سSoaQkqS� QRb` _` اري±z_c¨Sa رh¡�q Q` تS�h� .  

 wa از آhRSن وآ�ء `h�hq Sع ��hق �x_وbRي و 5در اواi_ �_وردWT wT دورhqf tز�m در So�fن `h�� Sر ) 18

tو_z رSآ }c��a S` رhآ� Q` {�zزS` از bk` رhآ±q و ا�_اد bTد_z ارdz_` ي_�TSY  رت `_  �_ا�S¡R دb©در m�Sه

 maS`SpXRت اS|npabRbqf_` .  

19 (QqSR_` زشhqf Qارا� {x� S�T_qf Q` رانS�R_�i از mوه_z امd�هSي ¤زم در راSXYي S¡Rرت `_  رdTي �x} ا

S�T_qf از {`ScR Q` ريhxo� {YSTت رS`SpXRا bRرو .  

20 (mzb�TSoR wc�h®�q از mi_` راتSxا� v ان_Tدر ا t_¡X�q _c¶ m¨ادh� رS¡XRا _` m��q ان_Tدر ا mر�Si يSاز ه �

  . اS`SpXRت رhxo� {YSTري

هSي fن ، در اhq wTرد �_آ} hRآSc  ااS�XRر اS�iرآ±ب در h·iص h��  X�cYد w|na هo_اt در اT_ان و haاb�oRي) 21

{cn`S� Q` طh`_q ت آ±بS�هSي h��  X�cYد  ز��oT آdcx�a Qات ��hد را `Q اT_ان �_وQXi اY} ا�bام `Q ارا�Q ا�

  . اT_ان hoRد 

  :  i_داد ��Sرb�a ازS22 و ا�bاSqت `S�RS�cن �hxo� Qcnري اmq�Y اT_ان �v از اS`SpXRت ��hهb�o رو�T_ده



1- Qc�� {T¤و tS�TS� �ck�a   

 mi_` Q�ha مb�اh�hq wTع �dءرو�T_دهS و اهbاف او�S�RS�c` mXThن �hxo� Qcnري اmq�Y اT_ان h��qب �tb و 

Sدهhoت و ره�S�TSq_� Q` mYScY تSRST_� ره�_ياز  ¡kq مS�q ي) Qko� زSoR mpTرSa يSه Q�´i از �v t³Tو Q`

 Qiرhq29/3/88 ({Yا tدhoR  ن را �_اهS�RS�c` يhY ر ازhآ±q Q�S�q Q` زدن wqدا {x� m�YS�q _X�` و W�oX�q .

 `Q )رt(در هwco را�a SXYش m�X�q QRS�h`±q `_ ا��Sء ��Sف Scqن R¡_ات S�qم kq¡  ره�_ي `R S¡_ات ��_ت اSqم 

  . ©hرت X�z_دt از hYي دm¯cn�a tS�XY د�S�oن ©hرت cz mq_د 

   اS�Tد اS��Rق در ©|hف S¾�Tر°nq Q} و q {TSo� �ck�a_دmq از ا©hل و fرSxRSqي ا��Rب اmq�Y ؛ -2

3-{c·p� اب وdت، ا�SRST_� نScq ف�Xiي اS�� ش_X�z   ؛mYScY يSه  

4-q�Yري اhxo� مS¡R {c��bم `_hiرداري S¡Rم و  `e�S° Q آ�bRSن �q_و Q�cqي درزSهS�m اT_ان و_ح اد

  wc�h®�q از �q {TSo_دmq؛ 

هSي اci_ و   �aش �x} ا¨�Sت SRآSرbqfي S¡Rم در اS�Tد دhqآ_اdz_` ،mYاري اS`SpXRت S` Qn`S�q ، �SY `�_ان-5

  ر�h�� {TSق `�_؛ 

mq�Y اT_ان �Sa  {q�Y wco�a {xآbc `_ �_ورت ��hر `S�RS�cن و wT_�SR اmaS`SpXR در �hxoري ا-6

اh�hq wTع Sx�SY mي اci_ در دhXYر آSر �bي آ�hرهh° mTSن S�T_qf و ا�cn�R و (`_dzاري اS`SpXRت 

 {Yا QX�_z زادي �_ارf {�xR b�RSq ؛QX�`ي واSxوه�_z (.  

 b�aرS��  : از`_mi از ا�Sxرات bqاSqS�q QRSTh� Qniت mYScY و ا���v S�T_qf maS از اS`SpXRت 

1-}c�RSXv انh�� Q` m�SoXدي و ا�S·Xت ا����q ش و دارايS`اراذل او m�_kq   دS�Tي اSXYب در راhn´q يSه

  هSي داmni از hYي ر�SY ½`SY �cزSqن ScY  `�_ان

2- QRSx` Q` تS`SpXRل اS´`ورت ا_� _` bcآSa "QXYاhi Q` Q�ha ورت_�  j`اh� ل وh©ا {TS�هSي wc�_Xkq و ر

  ؛ "اS`SpXRت دhqآ_اmY در 

 و `SزSYزي �_اji 57 jT دهm `_اي ا��h`_داري از h� e�RاSRن در �_STن cv_وزي ا��Rب اmq�Y در SYل -3

t_x` {x�  م؛S¡R S` Qn`S�q يSXYر در راhآ±q }c�RSXv داري از_`  

4-S�R_�i {�zزS` از �v زادf ري وSpXران ا�S�R_�i wTوS�� {�a دhi }qاh�  ران Siر�m؛  ا�dام و �Skل hoRدن 

5-{TSY ½T_ از mRbq يSه mRSq_�SR زشhqf  mXR_X�Tي اSزادي و (هf QRSi Q�YÁq Q` QX�`ار؛ وا±z {TSY b�RSq

ScY نSqزSY( ؛  

6- mRS`Sci تS�S�X¶از ا mTSvو ارو mTS�T_qf تSqS�q mi_` {TSo�   

7-S¡R {cqh��q ان و_�`h�f از {TSo� در S�T_qf t_ي آ��hY از QqS�k´� ورb©  م  

8-Q��� دنhoR لSk�  QRSYي رSدم  ه_q WT_�a ،_¡Rردhq رS�iء اSا�� {x� زيS�q و _�TSY jc�q دS�Tو ا mXR_X�Tاي و ا

  . اS�XRر اS�iر hk�qل و ¶c_وا�mk در hqرد Sqfر آ�Szb� QXن `h�� Qر در Sko�aت ¶mRhRS� _c و ا¶S�S�Xت ، 

��hان q_دم Xkq_ض و-9 Q` ان_�`h�f m�_kq _` م ا©_ارS¡R }`S�q در SxRf ار دادن_�  .  

`S د�X_ وt³T اhqر اT_اScRن در د`m و Scnc�  RSiن ) xXq ؛ S�fي ر�S ر�mkc  (88 ارS�aط m�T از ��Sk� _©Sل SXYد- 10

{TSY ½T_ ت ازS�S�X¶ا Q` طh`_q تSار�dz ر وS�iل اSY؛ارS�T_qf maS���hان ا��_ ا� Q` dR_`  و mXR_X�Tي اSه

اي  �qSR_دwo� t `_�_اري ارS�aط `S�YÁq Sت ر�T .QRSY ا��m�T maS از آ�hرهSي �_`Q�´�q mهS�oري `Y S_و

 ½`SY wc�h®�q mi_` ب از��Rل اh©ا S` _TS¯q ن وS�RS�c` د_�Tرو S` ¬YS�Xq يSه }cn�a ±iا Q` درتS�q؛mTS�T_qf



T_� Q` طh`_q }�S�q از Sه  T_�a ات_c¨Sa صh·i در maS�SRSت اmaS`SpXR را در اScXiرSR  RSiزي آ�hر hoRدt و ا�

 S�T_qf ايb© ي از_n�c`)VOA ( {Yا tار داد_� .  

11 -mY_XYد {Tودb�q از �v  Q��� Q`   رh¡�q Q` و b� tق دادhY {R_X�Tا {oY Q` تS�هSي Sqهhارt اي؛ �_STن ا�

YرS� Q` m�cn�Rا Qo�_a QX�_�cv ارdم ا�_R ،mXR_X�Tا ¬�S´q از tدS|XYا }cx�a در mqho� tدS|XYرا `_اي ا ��k�S` و m

هSي اha  �cn�RاTSY ¬�S´q b�R} ا�dار آSر`_ان mq اScXiر آSر`_ان اT_اmR �_ار دادQRhz Q` bR اي آS` Q اS|XYدt از اR wT_م

 bآ�� Qk�S´q و tbRدا_z_` mYرS� Q` ن . راS`ز Q` تS�اwT ا�bام `h¡�q Qر دmY_XY آSر`_ان اT_اb� Q` mRاآ�_ ا�

 m�cn�Rا ) {TSY Sً©h·iBBC ( mXYSداراي آ Qآ b�° _ه tb� bcxoa ان_�` S` j�a_q mq يb� يSه  b�S` .  

12 -QX�_�cv Qم  ارا�_R تSRS�qا wT_a QRhz Q` اريdدم  ا�hq و m�|na طh´i S` QRSTرا WT ½T_ از  nc� نbTن دS�qا Qاي آ

i wc´�a_q Sa bRرا �_اه  آ_د wcTSv {�_Y S` {R_X�Tو ا nc� ت ازSRS�qا }ا�b� S` دh  صh·i در _¡R ردhq يSه

 bآ�� tدS|XYت اS�S�X¶ا .  

13 -{TSY Wه  {TSY wc�Åoر و هhد در آ�h�hq نST_� ه_ دو Q` ½nkXq يSم ،  هS¡R wc�Á�q Q` طh`_q يSه {TSY  يSه

رد در `_hq miارد از _T½ در اS�RS�c` jYha .hq wTن �m�c`b` h� bTb�a {x داmi_` Q` ½nkXq ...mni آbTbRSاهS و 

 mniري داS�q ) و }aS� {آ_� ( ...QRS�R Sa tدhoR Wه Q` امbاع  ا�dR Q` �ًqSرد و آhpR  �° Q` mر�Si }qاh�اي از 

  . داh� }Tb�a mniد 

 �Skل hoRدن �_آ} h` �c� mTS�T_qfك در راSXYي cx�a{ ارSS�aت Scqن آSر`_ان اT_اmR و TSY_ آ�hرهS در - 14

اwT �_آ} `S اS�XYد `Q اwT آSc�` Qري از q_دم �Sxن از �h` �cك `_اي S�qد�Q ا��Sت در`SرT . t_انh·iص ا

mq tدS|XYان ا_Tت اS`SpXRا {�hR_Y mYرS� Sa tآ_د Qد را ارا�hi mYرS� نS`ز m�TSqزf Qp�R ،bآ��  Q` نf ن ازSRS`ز

 bآ�� tدS|XYد اhi دريSq نS`ز .  

15 -i_` ت ؛S�S�X¶ا tدر دور {TSY m  Q` را dqي رSه tر`_ي و واژSي آSم هSR ، Sه w|na tرSo� QRS�c` QX�`ي واSه

©hرت mRS�q در اScXiر آSر`_ان �_ار دادSa bR در ©hرت �´µ آSqbi }qSت اmXR_X�T در اT_ان ، wc´�a_q و ا�_اد ، 

}Tدا {R_X�Tاز ا b�RاhX` Sه w|na wTا ½T_ از  bآ�� tدS|XYپ اf  

ا�dاhqf eTزش دادن ا��Sت h`_qط `S�q Qرزات dcqf {Rh�i و S�qرزات dcqf {o�S�q ، ��   در راSXYي - 16

bRدhoR _�X�q mYرS� نS`ز Q` {R_X�Tت ،`_ روي اS�S�X¶م اSTدر ا Sزش هhqf wTاز ا moc¡� . QXYدو د SXYرا wTدر ا

{Yا m`ScXYد }`S� ¬�S´q :  

o` {iSY¬ داراي آ�X_ل از راt دور و `S` { : ¬oر h`_q ¬�S´q b�RSqط `hqf Qزش روش هSي ا�X_اض Rh�i) ا��

�mX ، روش S�qرزcR S` t_وهSي �h� bرش ، روش هSي �q_وب iSY ، �cnv wXiSY} اY¾_ي هSي Szز SY يSه

 m�c�` ا�_اد }qSت آS·p�q رS�XRوري و اf µo� ، QRSi ور درf Wا�  

�aش `_اي mY Qcxa دي و hahn` STث ©��h`_q ¬�S´q b�R : Qط `hqf Qزش روش هSي ا�X_اض Sq dcqf {o�S�q) ب

�Sت SY در Sه }c�qhaدن °_اغ اhoR wرو� ، mXqh�� تS¯cn�a و Sه ���هSي hqرد bc�Sv_¡Rن رd�Y ºR `_ روي 

  . هS  او�Qc ¶_وب `QRS�R Q ا�X_اض ، ba Q` Qc©haاوم �Skر دهS` {�v _` mم

ر داi{ آ�hر و ا�XY_ار در m�T از هSxnXي وا�µ در آhRSن  ��hر WT وآS` j�a_q mRSo�f }c آhRSن وآ�ء د- 17

  . ا¶S�S�Xت 

از ��Y mi_` }c|_اي آ�hرهSي اروmTSv و (هS در Sko�aت ¶h��   mRS`Sci mRhRS� _cر mi_`  c�X�q دSon¾Tت- 18

 m�cn�Rا (µo� و �� dcR و mRhRS� _c¶ تSko�a ر درh�� S` ا_|Y wc´�a_q از mi_` jYha تS�hر fوري ا�



  cz_ي `S� Sه_ي b�qل آb�X�q Qات fن در v_وh�hq tbRد اY}؛  Skqون c|Y_ �_اQ�R در q_اآd راي

19 - Qno� از m�Svي اروSر هhآ� mi_` يhY ب از��Rا b� يSxوه�_z ان و_�`h�f m�Sq {TSo� ت وb�S�q 

��S©_ ا¶��S�X_؛  Q` mzbه�S�v ا وdTء وS´�  اm�cn�R و ا

20 -t_x`  �qرSداري از آ_`µo� {x� mTSvي اروSه QRSpaرS|Y mi_` jYha mn�q انb  رS�iء اSت و ا��S�fوري ا�

  hqردR¡_؛ 

21 -µo� ش `_اي�a {x� ن درSo�f mn�q انb�qرSاز آ _|Rدن دوh` لSk�   }آ _c`ت د_�S�q رh¡�q Q` ءS�qوري اf

  SYزSqن Q` b�Xq }nq آ�hر 

22 -tرا {x� ش�a  رhب در آ�S·X�  . اbRازي ا

  . fوري اS�iر `Q آSرb�qان mn�q در So�fن را�hqf Qزش µo� m··pa ا- 23

24 -µo�  Q��� رh´` تS�از ا¶S�S�Xت و dcR ا��Sء ) Qk�a �_اQ�R(اي RSi QoxXq jYha  آbcahcn رf  �Tوري ا�

   . �10/4/88_ورت ا�S·Xب در dRد wc�Spq `_��¬ ا�X_ا�Sت �qSR_دt در hqرخ 

  dcqf در Siرج از آ�hر mi_` jYha آ�hرهSي اروTSo�   m�Sv} از Sko�aت ا�X_اض- 25

26 - mqho�   Q` bTbxa �_اhiاY mR|_اء اروx� m�Sv} ا�Soل ��Sر `_ آ�hر و ا��Sر 

27 -mq�Yري اhxo� Qcn�  T_�a eTاdا� Q` bTbxa  .  

  .  اS�Tد b�qودb© {Tور وdTاء `_اي دو�oX_دان �hxoري اmq�Y اT_ان - 28

29 -S�S�X¶ن اSqدر ز �Tو_Y ت tدhoR م��اb·� bR  هSي ا��maS رژhi µ`S�q mX�cRhcx©  Tد را �_اhiاtbR و ا

 b�TSoR h�X|z تS`SpXRص اh·iدر SxRf S` bRدار . Q` نS�X�`از وا _|R ت دوS�S�X¶م اSارد در ه��hq wTا _` tو��

`haزدن ا eaf و در QXدا� {�Siي د_czي درSه Q��© در }cا�_Yا maS�دو . هS�q Sرآ} hoRدt اh  bRسY_و�T ا�

µo� Q` و QX�ST رh�� تS�S�X¶ا Q��© ت �¬ درS�SY wT_if Sa شS�X¶ي اSه ¬� mqSoa در dcR ±|�Xq _|R  وريf

QXiدا_v تS�  . اbR  ا�

30 - ،bTb�a يSXYدر را �ًqSآ mTSvي اروSرهhاز آ� mi_` و S�T_qf، �cn�Rا t³Tو Q` نS�RS�c` mYScY تSqاbا� 

QX��_` Yاض_X��} `f Q` m�pن `hدt اS {Yزي و اS�Tد اbcq `_اي اداQq ا¶S�S�Xت و ا_Y و Sه . Q` SXYرا wTدر ا

mn©ا Qآ QX�_T±v رتh© mx�ha }`S� رفSkXqSR تSqاbا� WcaSon¾Tظ دS��  {Yا _Tار ز_� Q` نf يSرهh�q wT_a :  

-Qniاbq QcRSc` ورb© و µا�hq م��و رژmX�cRhcx©  T در h·iص �_اjT و �QRSTh از hYي S�T_qf، ا�cn�R   ا

�b�RSq maS . و��v {ck از اS`SpXRت اT_انh�hq Q` راتSxا� wTدر ا :m` عhاز و� mRا_�R ت  ا`_ازS`SpXRدر ا mRhRS�

هS و Y_آhب  z_ان، ا�Sxر هboردي `�S� S_ان در ا¶S�S�Xت، hq {cqh��qج `Sزدا�} و ��Sر ��Q` {qh ا¶S�Xش

هSي hiد  رS¡a Q` mRSYه_آ��Szbن در mzb�TSoR ز�Soري fراء و ا��م Sqfدmz `_اي STريz_ان، �_ورت `S ا¶S�Xش

{Yا tb� tرSا� .  

- tز راh�q Qارا�  tو_z Q` Woو آ m�Socv mzb�TSoR }`S�q ان در_Tا mq�Yري اhxo� Qcn� tbه_آ��S¡a يSان در  ه_Tي اSه

  . آ�hرهSي Sx� �nXpqن

�m�n از ا¶S�Xش- {TSo�  S` ان_zQRSpaرS|Y دن دربh` زS` م��هSي `_mi آ�hرهSي اروm�Sv `_ روي �hاq{   ا

  z_  ا¶S�Xش

 ©bور `QcRSc و SYزbRSqهS¡a mه_ات از hYي `_mi ا�dاب mYScY اروm�Sv و �aش `_اي S¾�Tر°Q آ_دن -

�hxo� Qcnري اmq�Y اT_ان  m�Svي اروSرهhن آ�Scq در mYScY تSا�_X�  ا



،mYScY يSxهS�XYد e�R QRSYو ر maS�اي ا�cn�R در �hادث h`_qط `�v Q از اS`SpXRت دهwco دورt رYST}   ا�

  : �hxoري 

m�cn�Rا ،mq�Yب ا��Rوزي ا_cv لS�Rد Q`  يSرهSXر و ر�SXiSY از ½cد� {iS�� و {coآS� ذ درh|R ظS�� Q` Qآ Sه

` tb� maS�هSي  hدbR، در hل SY mYل �a QX�±zشmYScY دو�oX_دان �bTb د°Sر �_`bTb� Q و ��_ �Q�ha }`S ا�

bRم دادS�Rد اhi mهSzf eTاdا� {x� mkcYو .mq ScRSXT_` ريhا_¾qرگ اd` نS¨د را وارhi Qن آS�Tل  اhاز ا� bk` ،b�Rدا

 {YScY ري درh�q رتb� WT انh�� Q` Q�n` رتb�_`ا WT انh�� Q` QR د راhi _�S� لS� در ،QX�±z m�� دوران

� e�R S` mRSx�mq ادbon� ،bTb Q` Q�ha S` Qآ b�TSoR Q` _X�c` Q�ha ن وSX�n�Rا Qر�Si وزارت bTb� يSده_�Tرو 

mn��m و -ا�h·pص اT_ان، ا�bاSqت وmkcY را �mYhYS� {x وا�_اف `_ او�Sع Si mYScYورQRScq و SoXا� 

mq رد ا�_اhq Q` دhi ذh|R tزh� ش_X�z bRار±z .  

Xq ديSc�` رh Q` ب��Rاز ا }�� {��R Q` رhدو آ� j`ي رواSه_X�` b�° _هtb� لh� m�cn�Rا Sqا ،bRن در  اS�Åoه Sه

��hان آ�hري xq  و z_c¨Sa±ار  Q` ، ان_Tا mq�Yري اhxo� در �nXpq حh´Y ن وSذ در ارآh|R ر وh�� ش `_اي�a

mq دhi ديS·Xو ا� mو �_ه�� mYScY µ�S�q ¬c�ka و QRScqورSi Q�´�q در b��S` .  

آ�b، اSq از  hRع cc¯a {YScY_ رژT  از hRع pY} را رد mqآ�hر اS` �cn�R©´�ح `h Qر رmoY و `S� Qه_ ه_ 

QT¤ در _�Tي دhY  در mkY QkqS� �nXpq يSxوه_z S` طS�aاري ار_�_` {x� ¬YS�q يSه_X�` دS�Tا S` نSx�v يSه

t_x` م را دارد_R عhR ازي ازbR³ي `_اaا_XYدن از ا_` .m` Yا maS�h�hq wT_Xoxq از m�T ان_Tت در اS`SpXRا bTد_a {

m�cn�Rا Qآ QqSR_` ،{ckي و�S�Xا� Q` Sa tدh` µn´q نf تSc�d� از b���a در Sه  Qniاbq {x� ي ¤زم درdTر

t_x`و ¬cYfو �k� طS�R داري از_` {YScY يSXYر در راSXر و ر�Sا�� _cc¯a رh¡�q Q` ،mniي داSه  Q` دhi عh�Xq يSه

bRورf }o� .  

��hان Q` Qآ ScRSXT_` mز�hqf mراي �_ه��h� رh�� Q�`SY ، آ_د mq {c�Sk� ان_Tدر ا �cn�Rرت اS|Y mه��_� ep` 

 mq�Yب ا��Rن ��{ از اSqر از زhدر آ�)�cn�Rان و ا_Tا wo�Rان اh�� {�a ( لSY از bTb� t؛ و در دور tدh` را دارا

2001 -2000{Yا tر آ_دS�` زS¶f �cn�Rا mز�hqf و mراي �_ه��h� مSR S` دي�cq  .Rا mراي �_ه��h� �cn�

 آ�hر دScR داراي �h` Q�kدt و q_آf dن در ��bن b�S` mq _�X�q؛ اSq در اT_ان SY100ز�X�q mRSq{ و در `ec از 

  . `ep �_ه��S|Y mرت اh��q �cn�Rب �cq_دد

}c�RSآ ecXT_` دbkXq يSxXc�Sk� Qno� از)BC (  Q` انha mq : ، m�cn�Rن اS`ز m··pa و mqho�`_dzاري fزSxRhqي 

Sي hqfز�m ، ا�´Sي `hرQcY در �c·�a �nXpq µS�qت mnco�a ، و S��pR Q` dcRن ، S���qن ، اS�q bcaSYورt ه

 tرSا� Sx�Tا _TS¡R ران وS�R QqSRروز ، �nXpq يSxهS�XYان دb�qرSو آ wc�h®�q ، m�S�داS��RهSx و q_اآhqf dزش 

`S�q Sرآ} q_اآd اT_اmR و اm�cn�R ، از hYي د�T_ هbاv {T_وژt هSي �hqf ، monز�³v، mوه�m و ه�_ي . آ_د

bRار دار_� dآ_q wTا Q�h�q رhqا t_qدر ز _�Tد دbkXq اردhq و mهS��Rك دا_X�q يSه tوژ_v .  

 e�hv در m�cn�Rا dآ_q wTا Qآ {Yن اf  xq QX�R Sq؛ ا b�Yر mq _¡�` ديS�اSxXc�Sk� Q°_zي q±آhر �Q�|R m اhqري 

_c¡R يb©S�q اف وbاه Sه tوژ_v wTا : dاآ_q يSه tوژ_v و Sx�_ ، mهS��Rو دا mon���mTSYS و �±ب S��pRن 

hqfزش �m�S و maS�c��a آ�hر، �f µoوري ا��Sت در زQ�cq هSي �nXpq در �m��Y_¡R ¬�S از q_ا�h�� wckري 

�mqho و m©h·i `_اي ا�_ادي آc·�a b·� Q{ و �Sxq ST_ت `Si Qرج از آ�hر  tورS�q تS�n� اريdz_` ،

Rدارbآ� mq لS�Rي را د_�Tد دbkXq اردhq ؛ وb .  

 Qر�Si وزارت º�cRh° يSxYرh` ¬�S� ل درSY _ان ه_xa در �cn�Rرت اS|Y S` ريS�oو ه mه��Soه S` راh� wTا



 µS�q در }c·�a Qqان را `_اي ادا_Tي اSxهS��Rن دا�c·�Xرغ ا�S� ن وSTh��Rدا wT_Xx` ادي ازbka ، �cn�Rا

 ST و mnco�a ت�c·�a Q` {��R Q��S·q مS�Rا S` و ، mTSYS�� دhi يSه tوژ_v }co�a و maSk�S´q {©_� نbRرا±z

ا�dام SxRf ا�bام mq آ�b آQ در هwco را`´mi_` Q از اwT ا�_اد �v از اSoaم bqت دورmnc·�a t دmnTSoa _�T `_اي 

 bRارbR ان_Tا Q` {�zزS`  

 mراي �_ه��h� mTS´�هSي  اha mq �cn�Rان `h` QرSxYي آbq tSahت و آWo هQ�Tdدر m�_kq اhRاع دh` _�TرSxYي ا

mnc·�a ا�Sرt آ_د آmi_` Q` Q اbcaSY داS��RهSx و ا�_ادي از دS�XYهSxي �nXpq داi{ آ�hر اS·Xiص b`ST mq؛ و 

bRh� mq b�q t_x` نb�� ن درf يdآ_q _Xت د��cx�a از dcR نSX�n�Rا Q` _|Y S` SxRf .  

��SوQ` �nXpq wT ا�cn�R ا�dام h� mqراي �_ه��m و hqfز�m ا {�a Qا�_ادي آ mqSoa S` Sa ش وا�_ دارد�a �cn�R

 µ�S�q wcqSa {x� در �nXpq µS�q در SxRf و از tدhoR Ä|� د راhi طS�aن ارS�Åoر هhآ� Q` {�zزS` از �v ،bTSoR

bآ� tدS|XYن اSX�n�Rراي �. اh� wc´�a_q t_qا�_اد در ز }c�� wTا _�Tرت دS�� Q` mniدا �nXpq يSxRSqزSY در mه��_

�_ار bR_cz mq؛ و �mX از اwT ا�_اد `QRSx` Q هSي �nXpq `_اي �_آ} در q_اY  و SxX�YS�qي S|Yرت ا�cn�R و 

mq }o� Q` تh�bTf آdz_` m Qاري اq }c�� wT_اSxoY دSxaSon¾Tي ار�b و h�¡qن `SxXc�Sk� Qي  �hراي �_ه��m د

�hq ح_ S` �cn�Rا maS��Sت hqرد ���Q ؛ ا��Sت آmnqS از اwT ا�_اد ، و هS�q wc�Åo¶{ و �S�TSهSxي ا�h

bآ�� mq ¬را آ� mXدو� dاآ_q در SxRf .  

`Q ه_�Sل اSYس آSر اh´` Sxc�cn�Rر ا�  و �hراي �_ه��m و hqfز�m اh´` �cn�Rر اmTSYS�� _` ، ¿i و �±ب 

_ار دارد S` Sa اS|XYدt از b©S�q Q` SxRf و اهbاف ا��maS ا�_ادي در دS�XYهSxي hzSRhzن �hxoري اmq�Y اT_ان �

b�RS�h¾` }o� QqS� رhد در آ�hi .  

`_dzاري دورt هecXT_` {TSo� S` mTS آc�RS{ و S�qرآ} q_اآd اm�cn�R و اT_اmR در داi{ آ�hر اY} آf m Qن 

 mq آ��b آq Q_ا�{ v mRSTSv_وژt هSي hiد mRSzb�TSoR از �hراي اS���q S` mTS��f wo� �cn�Rن اT_اmR؛ از SxRf د�hت

Sه Q�Tdه Qcnآ {iدا_v لS�� و(را در }c·�a،{qSا�،_|Y (... b�RSYم رS�Rا Q` �cn�Rدر ا . mi_` Qآ {Yن اf  xq QX�R

از اv wT_وژt هS�� Q` Sظ اهco} در زv t_q_وژt هSي mnq �_ار bR_cz mq و S���qن m Sً�k` dcR Qh`_q هS�oري 

� S` SxRf tدhoR  ن را �_اهS�RS�c` tدS|XYء اhY زSY Q�cqز m�cn�Rا dاآ_q _TSY ST و �cn�Rا mز�hqf و mراي �_ه��h

 bRا .  

 mYScY Q©_�maS¯cn�a آ�hر، `dR S`_ mYScY epدb� WTن `Q زSqن `_dzاري اS`SpXRت و ��hر �bي dqSRدهS در 

 haاb�oR اz }c��a ep` wT_دtbT، از اواS|Y _iرت `h�� Sري �bي و fرا�q m�T¡  آQ از آSرb�qان mn�q و

wT�88_وردµo� مS�Rا {x� ،�TSو�  c��a و mهbRSqزSY S`  نh° maS�h�hq ر ازS�iت و اS�دSzbTهSxي : fوري ا�

 ،mYScY }�S�q ،b�S�q ،Q�a_c�S�S¡R wc�h®�qم ، SoRزهSي �b© ،Qkoا وtS¾Y ،SocY و `�²c و R¡_ات �_bRSqهSن 

QqSRت و روزST_�R {TSYو Sه ¿iS� ،mXR_X�Tي اSام  هbا� ،m�SXYرو µqاh� ر درh�� رت وS�a زار وS` ،ديS·Xي ا�Sه

bRدhoR .QX|ه mYScY ep` سSYا wcoه _` µo� {x� ر  اي دو روزh�� S` tb� وريf µoر�S�iت و اS�`�bي ا�

µoو� tدhoR Q�n� }c��a Q` امbس `_ن، ا�Sqha يS�f و ep` �cر� m�SxR ارشdz يb�`mq Qcxa  bTد_z . wcoدره

��Sرb�a از _ciت اS�S�X¶ا WT_�a ي و_c�cv يSXYر در راhآ� wTت اSqاbاز ا� mi_`؛SXY1: را- b�° �cn�Rرت اS|Y 

tSq ��{ از اS`SpXRت `c��a S{ آSرz_وهx� m} `_رh�a mY¤ت روزاQR آ�hر S�qدرت `Q ر©hoR bدن اS�iر 

¡R ، Sxz¤ وب ، SxXTSY وب ، SxTارdz_�i، نSTh��Rدا ، mqد_q ن ،  _اتhcRS²   رو�c�` و tS¾Y ، SocYاوb© تSqS�q

هS وآSرb�qان S¶f mn�qز z_دbT آQ در اwT راhoR  SXYدt و `dR Sدb� WTن `Q اSTم اS`SpXRت ؛Y|_هSي اmRSXY دSon¾Tت



{Yا tدh` SxRf Q�ha ردhq اbTbRSه_ آ Q` {��R mRا_Tا �nXpq امhا� mi_` ات_¡R mYر_` .  

2-µo� در Sه m�cn�Rا maS�fوري ا��Sت از fSRراmq هS و ا¶S�S�Xت �v از اS`SpXRت `�QRh اي   �X�z {c�Sk_دt ا�

 }c�z ي_czي درSه Q��© Q` د راhi mn�q انb�qرSر دا�  آh´` Sً�T_�a Qآ  

µo� لS�Rد Q` و bRدhoR mq  bRدh` تS�h` tbد S` Sa ا�dاب �wo اQ` Q��T آSرb�qان mn�q دhXYر دادf .� tوري ا�

 b�TSoR ارشdz وري وfد_z ن راSRf ات_¡R Q´�R و Sه }cn�a و QX�_z سSoa mYScY .  

 `bk از b� ¿p�qن Q�cXR اS`SpXRت؛ S|Yرت اS�q �cn�Rدرت `ji Q دهm اS�XRر اS�iرآ±ب n�a _` m��q¬ در -3

�a ت وS�S�X¶راء، اf دنh` mnk� و m�XiSY م����hان ا�X_اض و اS`SpXRت hoRدt و �wo ا Q` را mRhRS� _c¶ تSko

  . �½ q_دم q´_ح hoR mqد 

Q�n� اريdz_`  نhc�Tزhvي اSxوه�_z رh�� S` �cn�Rا Qر�Si رhqي وزارت اhY اي از)wc��S�q Qno� ن )ازb�� در

 �v از ��{ cz_ي ا¶S�S�Xت آQ در ا�q Q�n� wT_ر z_دbT ؛اXY_ا³aي ذT{ در دhXYر آSر wc�_Xkq و اhvزhc�Tن

  : �_ار cz_د

   . Q`29/3/88 و�v t³T از ا�SoR QqSز�Sa Qkoرhq mpTرخ (اoXY_ار ا¶S�S�Xت و Sko�aت ¶mRhRS� _c ) ا�� 

�bم S�qرآ} S��fر و hn`Saدار z_وه�Sxي اhvزhc�Tن ؛ ) ب  

  ). در �Wc�|a)mRbq mRSq_�SR ¬�S ا�X_ا�Sت از Rh�i ji}) ج

  . ر راه¾mTSoc هS و Sko�aت ¶�v mRhRS� _c از اS`SpXRتهSي S|Yرت ا�cn�R د  �_آ} آQcn دSon¾Tت-4

5- m`ي آ_وS�f ارانb�_ µo� در mRhRS� _c¶ رh�� Q` tb� مS�Rي اSه mThز�S` ؛ در_ciادث اh� wcoxXq از m�T 

در SkYدت S`fد `Q هo_اt هhi _�oد ، ��hر در Sko�aت ¶b�_ mRhRS�_cاران hYhq wc��_cqي در SkYدت S`fد و 

�X_اف آ_دt و `h�� Qر ا��� bnc|�cv د`c_ اّول mYScY و Sqhaس `_نS�cz ا ) _ciادث اh� از �v Qآ mYScY دوم _c`د

bTد_z اج_iر اhاز آ� ( Qiرhq در 24/3/88؛در �cn�Rردار اSر آh�� بh�f ي و_czدر wc� mTS�Y نS`Sci در 

Tن دSzرhq }�hqSY {ت ، �_آS`SpXRاز ا bk` mRhRS�_c¶ تSko�a از m�T Qiرhq در mqho� j`روا ep` تSon¾

 در �hا�S`Sci mن x´q_ي و �_h�f wc� mXkTب و دc�XY_ي `_h�� ، wc�_Xkq miر Sqhaس `_ن در 25/3/88

 Qiرhq28/3/88 اdTو ep` ونSkq mq�` ولSv {آ_� ، mRhRS�_c¶ mTSocv tب در را��Rن اS`Sci از (  در mا�_iا

_دوmY و��� `_داري از Rf µo�a_وز ، و ��hر hq }�hqSYرSzن در  در bcqان �28/3/88در SaرÔT ) آ�hر 

Qiرhq27/3/88{Yا tدhoR اف_X� wc��6/4/88 رSYم؛`Sز�mTh .( در S`Sciن آ_SpoTن در راه¾mRhRS�_c¶ mTSoc ا

  ) 13 وS�|©12ت 

hYhqي در هbka wc�Åoادي از wcoxXq ©_ا�Xkq SًX_ف ه�b�X آQ در �_STن b�_ mRhRS� _c¶ µo�aاران S�fي 

`SxرSXYن ا��� bnc|�cv د`c_ اّول S|Y mYScYرت از SxRf درhiاY} دا�QX آbcq Q` Qان `SxرSXYن ر�QX و S�qهbات hiد را 

 bارش آ��dz).مSYر wc��،نSc�qÁq رشf (  

b�TSoR ارشdz و mYرا `_ر Sه_x� _TSY ع درSاو� Qآ QXدا� {Yاhiدر mn�q انb�qرSاز آ �cn�Rا _c|Y .  

Rاز ��{ از ا m�T يdآ_q دSXY ءS��S`SpXت ا��� bnc|�cv و m�T از آSرb�qان R b�° S` mYScY ep` mn�q|_ از ا

هS��q dcR Sت hoRدmi_` wc�h®�q NGO t آbTbRSاهSي Xkq_ض S��qت دا�QX ، و `R mi_` S|_ات وا`�Q` QX ا�dاب و

{Yا . Qiرhq در dcR تS`SpXRاز ا bk`4/4/88 {o�� در VIP m�hآ�� ep` ح_´q از ا�_اد m�T S` bnc|�cv يS�fرت؛S|Y

 ¬n ا©�ح mYScY )اdTو ±iم اSه�� Q` ( Q�´i ن وf از �v ادثh� ت وS`SpXRي اSدهdqSR نhqا_cv و tدhoR تS��q

 S�|© 17ت wc��9/4/88 رSYم؛ `Sز�hq mThرq ) . Qi±اآ_hoR tدt اY}29/3/88هSي SaرSoR mpTز �hq Qkoرخ 



  ) 18و

 Qد�h` ¿c·pa300 Q` {iدا_v ي `_ايbRhv ارdه NGOmniي داSه . wTا Q` WoآNGOmq Sه Q��� {�Rاha  اي

  . cz_ي در �_اjT `�_ان SYزbRSqهbTSoR m هSي ¶c_دو�mX را `_اي `���q t_x  و هSoه�º از SYزSqن

mY_XYد _©S�� mTSYS��  m�cn�Rن اS`ن زhqزf اريdz_` ½T_ دار ازILETS .�cn�Rرت اS|Y روش wTش در ا�a 

Q�cqز ،_¨Áq ا�_اد mTSYS�� S` Sa {دا� t_x` يSزد هSY  اه_� mRا_�` jTرا در �_ا SxRf داري از_` .  

 nc� epv {x� ش�a Qcxa ن وSRدا_zرSآ _¡R ¬n� فbه S` رتS|Y }iدر دا epv زh�q مb�هS  آ��Szbن �nc  هSي داراي 

  . �x} اS|XYدt در hqا�µ �_وري

 ep` دS�TاVIP) تS|T_�a (t_x` يSXYا در راdTو ep` در tزh� در mY_XYي از ا�_اد داراي دb�q  رhآ� �nXpq يSه

  . و dRدQ��S·q QRSx` Q` SxRf Q` m�T وdTا

هSي S|Yرت �x} ارS�aط `S��pR Sن �mqh و �_ه��m در راSXYي ��mTSYS و �SxRf ¬n در راSXYي اهbاف  �aش دSon¾Tت

_¡Rردhq .  

cz_ي `q S_دم  �nXpq ½S�q آ�hر e�hv {�a داSTh��Rن ز`Sن �SرmY و ارS�aطهSي S|Yرت در  ��hر دSon¾Tت

Q�´�q .  

Q�cqد زS�Tا {c·p� ي �±بSه mYScY يSه-_¡R ردhq µ�S�q يSXYدر را �cn�Rدر ا mه��_� ) .mRا_�Sxq ÑءاS´� (  

maSk�S´q تS�YÁq طS�aار-maSk�S´q dاآ_q S` �cn�Rا maS�c��a - رhآ� }iدا maS�c��a اري±z_c¨Sa ء وSي ا��SXYدر را .

  ) xX°IISS  هSوس، (

m�cn�Rا jYha }cTا_Yو ا S�T_qf maS�هS در راSXYي ��_ان �bم ��hر S�T_qf در  v_ آ_دن �iء ا�

SYزي �f  {xوري ا��Sت و Sqfدt هSي h¡�q Q` mYScYر �cz µo_ي `S��pR Sن، ا�dاب و �c·p} ارS�aط.اT_ان

  . hرهS�oري `Y S_وf �Tن آ�

 QkqS� QRb` _` اري±z_c¨Sa رh¡�q Q` تS�h�´q و QRSYب رS�©ا S` سSoa  

 mXي دو�_�i Q��� e�RBBCريhxo� {YSTت رS`SpXRازا �v ادثh� در  :  

 mXي دو�_�i Q���BBCmq {c�Sk� mRSx� �Tو_Y _¡R_Tز Qآ   wcqSa �cn�Rا Qر�Si ن را وزارتf Qد�h` و bTSoR

mq  S` }�� لSY از دو ،bTSoR دSc�` e�hv {�a ديS�ا�bام `Q ا�dام اa " wT_اe�Tdz" {Y و ا�dام S�R_�iران و ا�_اد 

هhX` Sاb�R  هSي SRf Q` m··paن دادt و `S اhqf wTزش ا�_اد در z_وهSxي a Q` �nXpq_آQc و د`hoR mد hqf Saزش

w اwT ا�_اد، cR_وهSي hqرد ScRز را X�z_ش دادt و `e�Tdz S ا�_اد bkX�q از `S�R "cر �x_وbRي   روزS`"QqSR©´�ح 

ep` _TSY ي  را `_ايSهBBC ردhq و {Tاbر را هhآ� }iدا j�a_q از ا�_اد mkcYو Q��� {TSxR و در tدhoR e�Tdz 

bار ده�_� tدS|XYا .  

mq wcqSa mTSvي ارو Sرهhآ� mi_` ،�cn�Rا Qر�Si وزارت jYha Qآ {Yا_a دSc�` Qد�h`  _` Â�S` ،دد_z30 نhcncq 

  . `mq  b�Sد¤ر

BBC{c�Sk� زS¶f از �v   mYرS� نhTdThna �cYSa Q` امbا� ،tد_X�z ات_cc¯a دS�Tي اSXYو در را SهBBC Qد آhoR 

هSي hqfز�tb�  m در اwT رQRSY دورt اآ�_ ا�_اد S¶f .e�Tdzز آ_د) SY tSq)1387ل hi {c�Sk�  QX�±zد را در دي

QRSYران رS�R_�i و از tbRرا±z را {Yا_a q يSهmq مS¡R b�X� b��S` .  

QRSYرBBCmq لS�Rد Qي آb�o�bت هSqاbا� S` اbX`در ا mYرS�   mi_` S` tد_X�z طS�aاري ار_�_` Q` آ_د، �_وع

SYb�X�q . QqSR_` S` �¾Yزان داhoR mniد و S¨fر SRfن آQ در داi{ �h�q b�Sز و �cn`S} bR epvا�} را z_دfوري hoRد



" So� {`hR " m�T نf mn©ره�_ ا Qت آS�S�X¶ن اSzb�_c�XY18از د{Yو از د _ca   mabq Qآ {Yا_a mn©ران اSرآbRا

���q mTSoRت داmni و  را در زbRان `Y Q_ `_دt اY}؛ �_وع `Q اS�Tد °e�S و ��q{ در داi{ آ�hر و `dرگ

mq mYScY ت��kq bTSoR .  

 mYرS� نhTdThnaBBCt³Tت وSارآba ،تS`SpXRاري اdz_` د اي را `_اي   ��{ از_��SY e�hv mده ji18 }o� Q` _ca 

mq b�TSoR دS�Tرا ا maS�S�X¶ن، اSTh��Rدم و دا_q WT_�a wo� ½T_ wTاز ا b�RاhX` Sa وردf . اريdz_` QRSXYf در

 Q��� ،ريhxo� {YSTت رS`SpXRاBBC Q�Tdه {iدا_v دار و Qn®�q و bRSkq _©S�� �SرS` mY د�hت از `_mi از 

bن و v dcR_داhv {iل `_اي `_dzاري zdcq_دهSي Q�X�  pa ،mYScY و n�a Õ�` dcR¬ در So�TهQ ا�SRf {qSن در ��

  . اS`SpXRت را mq آSرد

tاز را ecv mX� ،ريhxo� {YSTت رS`SpXRا µ´�q در mYرS� نhTdThna ازيbRن  اS`زBBC ¬RS� ال ازÁY wTا SرهS` 

mq STf Qآ bTد_z ح_´q mاآ�_v_�i Q��� نf ن¤h®�q S�R_�i دh؟ و�b�S` QRh�° e�hv th�R د؟SXY_� ان_Tا Q` ر ...

QqSR_` wTا Qoه Q�cXR يdTر ecv صSi jTو �_ا h��T از Sه  Qآ b� Õ�S` ،_�Tي دhY ت ازS`SpXRاز ا }�� tbqfBBC 

bآ� tدSqf mq�Yري اhxo� در QRSTh� Qniاbq امbا� WT د را `_ايhi .  

mYرS� نhTdThna  نS`زBBCدر ر µcYت وSارآba S`  د راhi QqSR_` ،تS`SpXRدار 24وز ا Qn®�q ا�_اد S` و tدhoR QX�SY 

bTSoR }�X�q را Q¡�� Q` Q¡�� تSار�dz ر وS�iا Sa tط `_�_ار آ_دS�aر ارhآ� }iدر دا .  

 {YSTر tدور wcoت دهS`SpXRا Q�cXR Q` تSا�_X�راه�SرهSي ا��م �tb از hYي `S�RS�cن در h·iص اoXY_ار ا

  : �hxoري 

  bc `_ اoXY_ار روbR ا�X_ا�Sت و �bم T±v_ش ²TSXR اS`SpXRت h·� Saل hq ²TSXRردR¡_؛  Saآ-1

2- Q��© ر ازhآ±q يSوه_cR وج_i و �_ورت �±ف و mqS¡R يSaدhآ _©S����hان  Q` ²c�` و tS¾Y m�_kq  .

 ) wT_�SR رh�� ق `�_،�_ورتh�� Ê�R ¬�S� در �nXpq يSرهhي آ�Sه Qcq��ا�S�R _Siwc`  mnnoن z mq_دد ا

در اwT راSXY ارزz m`ST_دtbT و �±ف cR_وي q_د²c�` mq از ©��Q در dzار�Sت راه�_دي SxRدهSي ا��maS و ... و

{Yا QX�_z ار_� bcآSa ردhq؛S�T_qf mXc�qا .(  

3-tزh� نScq dTSoa دS�T؛   ا mه�±q_c¶ و mه�±q يSه Q©_�  هS و 

4-، QkqS� �nXpq حh´Y ف در�Xiا mTSo�zرd`  تS`SpXR² اTSXR ن ازS��pR از mi_` {TSo� مb� _` bcآSa .  

5-t_x° ن وS��pR از mi_` {TSo� _` bcآSa   ؛wc�_Xkq و wc|�Spq س ازS��_Y يSه  

   S�� bTb�aرهS` S هbف اS|kXYي ر�hxo� �cر ؛ -6

   هSي اci_ ا�bاSqت z_وه�Sxي �bا��Rب و a_ورmX�T و SxRf e�R در �hادث �v از اS`SpXRت و h�fب) ب 

z_وهf {�xR Wزادي از �hزmYScY t آ�hر `Qc�S� Q راb� tbR و ) رS`)t و�hد اSa QqSR S` Q��TرmpT ��_ت اSqم

bTbxaات fن �mRS�q Qcn ا��Rب اmq�Y دورz _a_دbT و�m اz wT_وهS��Sv S` Wري `_ hqا�µ `_اbRازاhi QRد از ا`bXاي 

Sه ¬c�R از و_� S` نhآ� Sa mq�Yب ا��Rا mX�cR Q` ز راS�RS� و bcx� ارdه Sهb© نhi t_o¨ Sa tbc�hن آhzSRhz ي

bRS��` . انh�� Q` د راhi tدhoR ش�a رhآ� mYScY Q©_� Q` _a QR¤Sk� ورود S` QX�±z لSYدو m رhآ±q Wوه_z

RSkq يSxوه_z wc�Åoو ه mر�Si يSرهhد آ�dR ، ان_Tا mq�Yري اhxo� {coآS�  xq يSه wTd�TS� از m�T mniدا b

bTSoR ح_´q .ن وSo�f ،S�T_qا Q` mTSه_|Y Wوه_z }آ_c`ت دbq wTدر ا Qآ mn�� Q` ...{Yا QXدا� . mi_` Q` �ًTذ

  : cz µ�hq_ي هS و ا�bاSqت f {�xRزادي m دو SYل QX�±z ا�Sرz mq t_دد

`z  ( S�T_qf Q_وهWر��c��a �cت ¶hq )mRhRS� _cا�f {�xR µزادي �v از Sq QY _|YهS�f Qي ا`_اهdT  cدي -1



��{ a b�a_ي `hi Qد QRhz Q` QX�_z اي آ�v Q از Sx�SY در �S�nت د�TS¯� 5/3/87 ( mYScY _X} 30/11/86از( 

آdT Qدي `f Qن ا�mq Q�S آ�b و " dcqf {o�S�qي "q´_ح و `bc� S " اXY_ا³aي `_اbRازي S¡Rم "z_وهQ` ،W ©_ا�} 

h� mq ¬Th·a ،b�S` mq م_R ازيbRا_` SRSoده .  

 S�fي dTدي �v از `Sز�z} از S�� S` S�T_qfرت و dzا�mThz Q ارآSن ا©S¡R mnم را هbف �_ار دادt و اXY_ا³aي -2

 Q` Qno�" Qc�� {T¤د �_ار داد " وhiرSر آhXYم، در دS¡R تSYb�q از m��� رSف ه��bه S` اي در . را Q��S·q وي در

 Qiرhq23/3/87دhoR انh����no_د S¡Rم S¡R _` m�X�qم و¤�i {TSY S`  " : Qc�� {T_ي روز  Qآ {Yن اf نSqا¤ن ز

 cهb` ار_� m`STرد ارزhq را .{Yا Qc�� {T¤و  X�cY ان در_Tا mYSYا }��q Qآ  Tb�Xkq Sq .  

 t_در آ�� mRا_�pY زادي `_اي �_آ} وf {�xR Wوه_z ان_Y ب از��Rا wTbهS�q نSqزSY QX�±z لSY داد_q در

`�Q` tb : " د وS�fي ا`_اهdT  cدي در �Q�n ه|hi ma�c��a m�Xد دراh·i wTص ا�Sxر دا�}دوازده  hiد د�hت آ_

آ��_t د�hت �h` tbدم و Scvم ه  دادم و در �dcR Q�n �_ا�} �b و `Sq bTS از QX�±z درس `�hX` Sa  T_cاcR  در ��cv_د 

 c�S` ½�hq تS��©ا " .  

xR wc` ك_X�q bRhcv صh·iدي درdT  cي ا`_اهS�f QX|z {رآS�q بd� ب و��Rا wTbهS�q نSqزSY S` زاديf {�

{Yا ..." : Qآ mTSxوه_z ؛  c�S��hi bRh�cq WTدdR mTا_�kوا� Q` رامf رامf mYScY يSxوه_z Q��Tاز ا Sq10 ecv لSY 

RS�c�kوا� SxTb�`ز_q wTا Qآ bRا tbcYر Q�cXR wTا Q` وز_qا bRدh` tاع آ_دb`دي را اhi_c¶ دي وhi يb�`ز_q Q

 {�cR. S` وز_qاران اdzرS10آ b�aوS|Xq ecv لSY  ... Qآ bRدh�R mXckدر و� mq�Yب ا��Rا wTbهS�q Qد آh` mRSqز

b��c��` زاديf {�xR S` b�RاhX` . Tه  �_آ} آ_د Sq و bRت آ_دh�  . " اSq در آ��_t اS�qل Sq را د

Y b�qدSxR {c�Sk� ، dcR {رآS�q بd� t_آ�� Q` مScv در Wوه_z wTا mYScY يSxRSqزSY اب وdا� QkYha و bر� ، mYSc

_�Sxي °�QT¤ b و cqSoa tbcÅcv} "... را ¤زb�Tf_� {Th�a Qq د�q_اhi mYاهm در آ�hر داQX�R و ��hان hoRد 

 mko� يSxTرS�oدر ��{ ه QoهS|q و hz و {|z نS�qا mYScY ابdا� Qآ b��S` ½�hq b�RاhXcq mRSqز Sx�a نSاهhi

b��S` QXا�bR. " ..  

mnYha bo�q از dcR {رآS�q بd� نSRاh� QiS�)زاديf {�xR mYScY _Xد� �cر� ( w�SY در Qد آhoR تh�د

bTSoR mRا_�pY بd� نf تS�SoXل . ا�SY در mnYha86دh` QX|z  ..." :دh� رSآ _X�c` mYScY تSRST_� روي bTS` .

X�z S` bRاhXcq Qاري آ_د آ±z QTSq_Y bTS` {رآS�q ل رويS�q رh´` b�S` ار±z_c¨×a mzد_ " .  

 `z mRS`dcq S_وهf {�xR Wزادي و��hر 86 در m�T از �S�nت ه  اSRST_� m�TbRت اhvزhc�Tن آf QذرSY tSqل-3

mRSzb�TSoR از z_وهmRhRS�_c¶ W ، ادوار c��a  و�bت، د�b� wT±|�Xq ، c��a_Xا��Rب، ��c¡R mYScY ¿iS� _©S_؛ 

) S�fي(_dzار z_دh` tbTد، `_ اh�hq wTع Saآh` tb� bcد آQ؛ ��q{ اq_وز آ�hر`...) hRري، اS·Rري راد و... ��bا

b�S` {oY نf Q` bTS` Sq Qno� كhR و {Yا Qc�� {T¤و }©ا Q�n` tدh�R ³ادR يboا� . b� ح_´q {��R wTدر ا wc�Åoه

  . آQ در اm�k` {�TS` mq _c�q wT از Y_ان S¡Rم هo_اhoR tد

4-pXRزادي در اf {�xR Wوه_z  از {TSo� S` و tل �_آ} آ_دSk� رتh© Q` QX�±z يSه tف دور�i _` _ciت اS`S

  . STS�fن hYhqي و آ_و`m اS¡XRر hiد را از اwT ا�_اد اS�Rم cc¯a_ات اmYSY در آ�hر q´_ح hoRد

��Sت در اwT راf {�xR SXYزادي �v از `_�_اري �SXY wc�h®�q S` maS�nدهSي STS�fن hYhqي و آ_و`wo� m اS�Rم haا

 Qد آhoR يhYhq wc��_cq يS�f دSXY ر درh�� Q` ��hq را SxRSXY_x� ان و_xa د درhi _©S��هS�oري bkaادي از 

 S�fي hYhqي ا�SرhoR tد آQ 88از اScq wTن ha mqان `h�� Qر �Soد `Sxور ر�h� QiS� �cاSRن z_وهW در SXYد 

 wTن را در اSRاh� QiS� h�� _©S��  . SXYد `Q آSر cz_ي hoRدh` tد�qSR_دbka dcR tادي از 



�h�� mق `�_ي `S هS�oري آ�hرهSي bqو mS�Xب ا���Rاb� يSxوه_z ي از_�Tد �c زاديf {�xR _` tو��

QXت دا�S`SpXRاز ا �v تS�S�X¶ش ا_X�z د وS�Tا {x� زيSY _X�` يSXYرا در را mTSxXc�Sk� m`_¶  bRا  

  : ��Rب در اSTم ر�SxX`Sي اmaS`SpXR ا�Sxرات `_mi از Y_آ_دSzن و z_وهW هSي �b ا-

 mkY maS`SpXRي اSaدhع آhو و� ¬n�a ءSا�� S` maS`SpXRي اSxX`Sم ر�STب در ا��Rا b� يSه Wوه_zن وSzآ_د_Y از mi_`

در `�SY _Xزي `_اي ا¶S�S�Xت �v از اS`SpXRت دا�QX اbR آQ از اScq wTن ha mqان `Y Q_آ_دz t_وهf {�xR Wزادي 

oco© انhcو آ m)QR¤دS�  . ا�Sرt دا�}) ��h و از ���Yhq _©S آhi QXcoد hiاtbR د�Sع از اS`SpXRت fزاد، �SY  و 

در �_©Q هSي mqS¡R؛ z_وهW هSي �b ا��Rب Ín�q، از z_وهSxي °Ø آmX�cRho و SRST_� Sa QX�_z mX�c�ScYhYت 

`S`Sن ¶_`hi mد hiن هdاران R|_ از q_دم ا�mS�X و wc��S�q آhردل و �_SRSTت ��qh_اي �bاmRS�cX�v S` ¬n mT ار

bRا QXpTر wcqرا `_ ز tS�z m` .  

 wc`Sq m� ½ا�ha و tb� بS�� {آ_� WT در Wوه_z wTا Qآ {Yن اf wc��S�q Wوه_z صh·i در Q�ha ¬�S� QX�R

�c} دول ¶_`m و wc��S�q از �z {Y_x_وهSxي a_ورSi mX�Tرج z mq_دد آQ اwT اq_ در وا�µ ا�bا�q {x� mq_و

`m�p و دادن �bرت hRSqر `Q اz wT_وهx� W} ا�bاSqت `_اbRازاQR در `�X_ اS`SpXRت دهwco دورt رhxo� {YSTري 

اmq�Y اT_ان `hدt و xq QX�R  در اwT زf Q�cqن اY} او�wc آ�hري آQ در اwT راSXY ا�bام hoRدt و z_وهwc��S�q W را 

�Rر اhد، آ�hoR رجSi mX�Tور_a يSxوه_z {Y_x� از _ciت اS�S�X¶ي اS� يS� ر درhآ� wTي اSv رد Qد آh` �cn

b�S` mq اbThه .  

��Sد `S¡R Sم  }c�b` QX�±z اتh�Y نhÅoري هhxo� }YSTر tدور wcoت دهS`SpXR{ از ا�� wc��S�q mX�Tور_a Wوه_z

_z m��S� tS�Xر ا�S°د دhi يSه }cn�a در _�Tر دS` ، رhآ� }iع داSاو� {iS�� مb�دz tbT_وهb�q Wس اmq�Y و 

h`dqر ecv از `_dzاري اS`SpXRت ، `�a Sش �_اوان در SXYد هSي اSTS�f maS`SpXRن hYhq wc��_cqي و آ_و`h|R mذ 

، bRدhoR }m�_� QYي آ�Sه tbRو_v570/85/88 {  از mهbRSqزSY {x� را mTSxTdTر QqSR_` }�� SxهSq از wc�Åoه

S��Xiت Scqن هhاداران dqSRدهS _ا�m آ_دh` tدbR آS` Q �_آ} ا�X_ا�Sت ©�|m ر�S`} هSي اmaS`SpXR و bTb�a ا

 wT_�f 85¶_ور e�R تS`SpXRدر ا wc��S�q يSه QqSR_` و Sه Q��R مSoa ، تS`SpXRدر ا mq�Yان ا_Tا  cx� دم_q يb©در 

 b� بf _` .  

ي اS�Tد ا¶S�Xش و hqج ��z _©S_وهcz t_x` S` wc��S�q W_ي از هha Qoان hiد و ا�dام ca  هSي hqfزش دtbT `_ا

اz wT_وهS` W . دادن ا�X_ا�Sت `oY Q} ا�bاSqت dcqf {Rh�i ، اT±اmT و a_ورmX�T ا�bام hoRدhY  bRاري و hYق 

Q��� ½T_ ن ازf tد_X�z رS�XRد و اhi نSzآ_د_Y يhY از mv در mv يSه QcRSc` ورb©  يS�� اي و tارhهSq يSه

در اwT را`´Scv Q` Qم .  اoXY_ار ا¶S�S�Xت و h�fب ه�a Sش hoRدS�qbRزي اmXR_X�T در �X�z {x_ش داQ�q و

 ÔTرSa در Wوه_z نSzآ_د_Y27 داد و_i 18 _ca 1388 دد_z mq tرSا�  :  

 " Q�RS�Åoه ،bcو�_i mq_` bTdci mq_` ى و `_زنhو، در ه_ آ bc��� د_q زن و So� نhرى، اآ�f )  T_q ½�S�q

اS`SpXRت fزاد `b�Xq }nq _¡R {�a bTS، .  از ا`´Sل اS`SpXRت اwT رژT  اS��XYل hoRدا��م آ_دt اSTh� bTS` ،{Y) ر�hي 

   " i 88_داد 27... `_ اSYس ا©{ �Sآco} q_دم، ©hرت `�c_د 

)) woد� _�`hآ_Y ىSوه_cR ء�i طS�R و �k� طS�R در t³Tو Q` ،نS�q _ن و در هSqدر ه_ ز ،SYf ه_ات `_قS¡a

 QRh�Åcه Qآ Ï´Tدر �_ا ÏX� يSه QXه� ،{�cR µo�a نS�q9ا ، t_|R 5 {qوS�q يSه QXه� ÏX� و t_|R 3 t_|R 

bآ�� tدhY_� و QX�i ،QTd�a را woد� _z بhآ_Y يSوه_cR b�Rاha mq m`��Rن اSRاh� . رhahq ،W°hي آSه QXه�

bR_Xzرd` تSko�a ىSك و راه��_�q .Ï��dv ادbqا`_ى و ا_a ت وSارآba QRSzاb� ىSxoca و Sه QXت را، ه�SS�aو ار 



bc��R شhqا_� ،{Yا _T±¾RS�qن اSXTا_` Qآ S�Rf Sa ...18 _ca 1388 ))   

 mX�Tور_a يSxز�hqf اق_�هz wc�Åo_وهh`dq Wر `mi_` Q از hi wc´�a_qد آQ از ��{ در اردوtSz ا�_ف وا�µ در 

T±اmT و a_ورmX�T ا�  از eaf را z±راtbR و `S اهbاف Q` ¿p�q داi{ آ�hر ا�dام �h` tbدbR، دhXYرا�ok{ ا�bام ا

 bRدhoR ² را ا`�غc�` يSوه_cR و mqS¡XRا mqS¡R dاآ_q Q` Qno� ، w|na يSx�Yhcآ ، Sه WRS` ، Sس هh`haدر . زدن ا

�cn�Rر اhدر آ� _�X�q wc��S�q mX�Tور_a Wوه_z يSxهS�TSv wT_a mn©از ا m�T SXYرا wcoه) w|na tرSo� Q`

00442032398487 (  ca {Tاbه QRS�n�q tرزS�q ji م��هSي a_ور و ا¶S�Xش داmni را `_�tbx دا�QX و �wo ا

�wc�h®�q Qcn و ارآSن ا©S¡R mnم ا�bام  b�a يSر هSk� دادن _Y Q` wc�_Xkq WT_�a ر وhج در آ�_qد ه_ج وS�Tو ا ،

S�� نbqf دh�h` زم را `_اي¤ _X�` ، مS¡R Q` {��R دم_q ديSoX�ف Scqن wc�h®�q و q_دم hoRدt ، و `S ا��Sء `m ا

 b�TSo�R ار±z و_� bTSoR ½��q ف راbه wTا Qآ mXآ_� QRhz_م هS�Rو از ا tاه  آ_د_� . QYآ� tbRو_v  xXq _TرSا�

88/11597/b�S` mq ار_� wTb` صh·i wTل : " ط د در اSY tSq_xq و©{ 86از tو_z ادارانhاز ه m�T ½T_ از 

 SxRf Q` ) wc��S�q (Sq م و در ديb� مb� اق_��Sزم  Wوه_z S` j�a_q mÅ�S°S� jYha mRhRS� _c¶ رتh·` لSY نSoه t

و bqت tSq QY در �_ارhqf SxRf tSzز�Sxي m|nXpq از ��c{ آSر `S آahc¾qS_ ، ا�bاSqت m¯cn�a ، �±ب cR_و ، آ�SxYي 

x� mR} اS�Rم hqSqرSxXTي را z±راbRم و `·hرت ¶hRS� _c... اh�h�bTژي ، �f µoوري ا��Sت ، ا�bاSqت اT±اmT و 

  X�zزS` رhآ� }iدا Q` Q�h�q . ن وhcncq WT Ân�q ، tb�` jYha QX�_z رتh© تSqاbدر ازاء ا� SxRf تbq wTدر ا

 bRدhoR dTوار  ´�a_q _|R و wq بS�� Q` نSqha ارdه b©رSx° . µo� تS`SpXRدر ا wq {TرhqSq يSرهh�q Qnoاز�

��� و�nc  و ارSYل fن `h` wc��S�q Qد fوري اS�iر و ا��Sت از �hزt هSي ±iو ا maS`SpXRت .  اS�S�X¶ز اS¶f از bk`

 ÔTرSa در Qد آh` ي_czي درSه Q��© در wq رh�� _` نSRf bcآSa27/3/88 w|na tرSo� از t_م زهSR Q` wq }v_Y 

00442032398487 {|z wq Q` mYSoa m  : bRدار m·p� ت���q ان_Tدم ا_q Qoه ...Q�Tر mت و����q 

،tbqf Sq اQ`  T آha Wo ، ... ا¤ن ��_ آ�  و�bTS�R ، Q�S` eX دY} روي دz {Y±ا�}.... `bTS رQ�T رو زد ... آ�YS}؟

 {YSq ايb© وز_qا QRS�n�q º�� �v .... ²�v ، {Y² اc�` Qآ mTSهS� ، bcRd` eaf رو mTS� WT bTو_` {RSXYدو S`

x�Tا dآ_q bTو_` mا��hT bTh� µo� mTSa e� bT_�` wTd�` bcRd` eaf را S ) }Xآhرا ) آ Sx�Td�` Øov نh�XoY bcت آ�_v

  ... " q_دم رو `Scرbk` wcTSv bT وh`Sci jYن bcRd` eaf ... bcRd` eaf، اSxYh`haي �mqho رو 

 QX�ST رh�� Q��© ا درhn` ب وh�f دS�Tا {x� wc��S�q {Tاbه S` Qآ Wوه_z wc´�a_q ادي ازbka Q´`را wcoدر ه

h` از m�p` tدرS·q رh¡�q Q` دhi QRS��S�q {n·i Q` S�` dcR wc��S�q Qآ bRh� mq moiز ST و QXآ� SxT_czدر wc� bRد

 ÔTرSa د درhi µ|R Q` تSا�_X�  .  ا�bام `Q اS�Tد SoRد STد`hد `_اي اS�Tن در اردوtSz ا�_ف b�TSoR mq 5/88 /3ا

��S|R _©Sق `h¡�q Qر �f µoوري ا� {Yذآ_ ا Q` زم¤ QRScهSq رتh© Q` m¯�S�q }iدا_v wo� رh{ آ�iت داS�

 b�RSq ي_�i يSه �Rژاf }c�� از mTSه e�hv S` ي_cz طS�aار ½T_ ن ازS�Tا ¬T_� Q` امbات ، ا�_|R mi_` Q`

.... dz_�iاري هf ، Soژا�R اT_ان �i_ ، هwc�Åo آQXco هSي `Q ا©´�ح د�Sع از ��hق `�_ و زbRاScRن mYScY و 

Rا tدhoR b .  

�S` ) ² �´� و ��TS} ��_ت �½ و Sx��aي ��QRS روزي S`_Yزان S�ozم اSqم زSqن ( mn©ا wc´�a_q ادي ازbka

 Q�bi {x� ½�S�q يSxX�Tور_a ش�a و bRbTد_z _c�XYو د mTSYS�� b�Xدا� m�Sk� e�R mRS`Sci يSx`h�f در Qآ Wوه_z

 bRSq m�S` مSآSR mq�Yس اb�q مS¡R Q` .  

z_ا و dcR ¬n QTd�a آS` {YSx�SY Q هbاT} د�S�oن ��  hiردt اq wT_زو`hم `_اي �_وm�Sv اz wT_وهSxي �hم 

 hTرS�Y از _�Tد m�p` وا�_اي QX���R رS�c` ريhxo� {YSTت رS`SpXRاز ا tدور wTدر ا dcR bآ�� mq ش�a wcqز_Y



bRدh` QX�_z tbx�  . را `_ 

_� wTد، اh�hq نSoxXq ارك وbq د وS�Yس اSYا _` m|nXpq mTا±Tت اSqاbا� woد� maS�SRSTت `S هbاY {T_وSx�Tي ا�

bRbTد_z {زدا�S` mqاbاز ه_ ا� }�� تS�. `_اي اS�Tد و X�z_ش ا¶S�S�Xت در دhXYر آSر دا�QX آjYha Q وزارت ا�

mq tرSن ا�SRf يSه QqSR_` ت وSqاbاز ا� m�p` Q` }Tدد در ذ_z :  

m`ي آ_وS�f maS`SpXRد اSXY ن درSRf {Th�a يSXYو دررا bآ�� mqذh|R اري±z_c¨Sa ت وS� `S هbف �f µoوري ا�

 mRا_�pY wc� رS�|Rا mا�_ Q` امbو ا� bRداز_v mq ره�±ر wTي از ا_��S�X¶و ا SاهbTbRSاران آb�_ wc` تS��Xiا

b�TSoR mq dT_�a _x� مhTدSXYي در اhYhq wc��_cq يS�f .  

_v wTا wcoxXq از {Yذآ_ ا Q` اد ¤زمbka ح و�Y Q��� دو tbR20و{Yا tbqf {Yb` ¬o`  .  

در �_©Q هSي �_ه��m؛ �hاhaSR }qي �_ه��m د�cz t_x` S` wo_ي از اq¾_اhري رQRSY اي mkY در ا�_اي _ح 

هS و `_QqSR هSي `_اbRازاQR دا�QX اbR آQ در اS° wTر°hب ha mqان `SxXc�Sk� Qي رQRSY اي ¶_ب در راSXYي `_اbRازي 

hxo� ريhxo� {YSTر tدور wcoت دهS`SpXRاز ا �v تS�S�X¶ت و اS`SxXي ا�S�� ي از_cz t_x` S` ان_Tا mq�Yري ا

  : در اwT زhq Q�cqارد ذS� }T`{ b�S` mq Q�ha. ا�Sرt دا�}

ا�bاSqت رQRSY اي و �Scnoت رواmR آ�hرهSي ا�cn�R و �a wT_X�c` S�T_qfش را `_اي X�z_ش h�fب هS دا�QX و در 

wTداh` _a ار±z_c¨Sa و _X�c` �cn�Rا e�R نScq  . Q��� {|z انha mq أت_� Q`BBC }qاh� wT_a لSk� از mYرS� 

 tارhهSq يSه Q��� _TSY Q` {��R Í´Y wT_a¤S` در Q��� wTا mRت رواScno�WT_�a آ��tb در �_STن ا¶S�S�Xت `hدt و 

��no_د اwT رQRSY در روزهSي ecv . اي �_ار دا�} mYر_` S`وت ازS|Xq �ًqSآ t_x° دو ،Sب هh�f از �v وBBC 

b�S` mq tbهS�q }`S� mYرS� . ¬Spq ب±� {x� Q��� wTا maS`SpXRي اSxX`Sم ر�STت و اS�S�X¶از ا ecv يSدر روزه

اmkY . wT در h� eTSoRر و �Sل اmaS`SpXR در اT_ان و هwc�Åo ارا�Q دSzbTهSxي S|Xqوت h�hq mYScYد در آ�hر دا�}

�z Õ_دbT زQ�cq `_اي ا�_اي bk` Qn�_qي _ح اSqf Q��� wTدz t_ددا�bامS`  .  

در bk` Qn�_qي و `S �_وع h�fب هS اQ` }Tb�a Q��� wT رQRSY ا¶��S�X_ان z_دtbT و �wo `_زگ mTSoR ارا�Q اS�iر، 

�hxo� Qcnري اnc� ...�Y  هdz ،Sا�Sت، Q��S·q هS و  mRروا º�� Q` امbت، ا�S�S�X¶ص اh·i ددرhoR ان_Tا mq .

BBC mTS�� Qارا� S` تS`SpXRدر ا ¬n�a Qn®�q ءSا�� wo� Sa bc�hآ mRت رواScno� QqSR_` از ep` wTدر ا mYرS� 

bTSoR ¬c¶_a ان_��S�X¶ا µo� ر درh�� ن را `_ايSzb��c` mYSو ا�� mYSo� .  

S�� bTb� _Th·aي آ�hر را اQ��� wT آSoآSن mq آS·a epv S` b�hوf _Tر�hcي h`_qط `Q ا¶S�S�Xت و ST ه_ 

 bن دهS�R ¬xXnq .  

 dcR mTS�T_qf يSه Q��� نScq درVOA )  S�T_qf ايb© ({ت دا�S�S�X¶ا Q` زدن wqرا در دا e�R wT_X�c` . wTا

 ecv از �_وع ر�SxX`Sي اS` maS`SpXR اSpaذ روbRي Q���BBC m�T_pa ا��QX در a wcTSv m�´Y_ و ¶Q�_�_c اي a_ از 

  : ر دhXYر آSر �_ار دادh` tددو هbف را د

   T_pa¬ ا�S�Xر و �q_و�c} اS`SpXRت در �hxoري اmq�Y اT_ان از ره�±ر ¶c_د�q_ا�c©ha Wca آ_دن fن -1

   T_pa¬ و�Qx و ا�S�Xرر�hxo� �cر -2

 _©S�� S` Q��S·q مS�Rدار، ا {x� رS�iا Qارا� S` bc�hآ Q��� wTا dcR تS�S�X¶وع ا_� S` ت وS`SpXRاز ا �v

  . �_آ} ا¶��S�X_ان را �_آq mX_دmq در راSXYي `_اbRازي S¡Rم اb ...bTSoR m�_kq mq�Yا��Rب �_اري و �

 m`_¶ يSرهhآ� m�� و m�Sq يSه {TSo� S` Qب آ��Rا b� يSxوه�_z Q` QX�`وا Q��� Sxق دهh� يSه Q��� _` tو��

�tbx دا�QX اbR را `_ VOA و h¯�q {c�Sk� Q`BBCل Q��� }o�q e�R b��S` mq هSي  .  



 Q` را mTSx�Tو_Y dcR {R_X�Tا Q©_���وc�Sk� _` t} در �hزQ��� t هSي mRhTdThna در  m`_¶ يSرهhآ�

b�S` mq }Tح ذ_� Q` SxRf از m�p` Qآ bRداد Qان ارا�_��S�X¶ا :  

1 . mqho� tدS|XYاي ا_` ��k�S` و mYرS� Q` m�cn�Rا Qo�_a ارdم ا�_R ار دادن_�  

�} wcTSv ارا�R Q_م. 2_Y {R_X�Tا S` تS�S�X¶ا Q` طh`_q يSه  nc� نbTاي د_` QX�_�cv يSارهdا�   

  ارا�QqSR_` Q هSي �SXiSY S` ¬YS�Xq w�� _Xncر ���Q اT_ان . 3

اwT �_آ} اQ` mTS�T_q روز رY mRSY_وhi �Tد ( `_اي S�Spqن اT_اYTwitter mR_و�T دهm از hYي �_آ} . 4

 `hد را `S هbف �TSo} و Y_و�T دهh�f Q` m`�_ان `t20/6/2009 _ciSa Q در hqرQi را آdnX�q Qم �´b�° µ روز

{iاbRا (  

5 .Sرهhآ� _TSY و mRا_Tر`_ان اSن آScq تSS�aار }cx�a يSXYك در راh` �c� mTS�T_qل آ_دن �_آ} اSk� . wTا

_Xx` ان_�`h�f Sa آ_د Qد را ارا�hi mYرS� m�TSqزf Qp�R تS�S�X¶ا µ´�q آ} در_�bآ�� tدS|XYن اf از b�RاhX`  .  

 Qآ bRا tدh` ¬n {�´nY يSxوه_z ان_Tا mq�Yري اhxo� m�Tم دS¡R S` Qn`S�q Q©_�از �Qno دSRST_� _�Tت �Skل در 

 Q` Sa اq_وز `S هbاT} و S¡R mRS�cX�vم wc` Q´nY ا�mnno و در S`22wox` 1357 �_وS¡R m�Svم �Sv QRSo�Sد�Sهm در 

x� يS�T_qf نf رأس mXTS�� Écاز ه _c�q wTو در ا QXiدا_v mq�Yب ا��Rا S` Qn`S�q Q` مS�f نhi  �cRhcx© ار وhpRS

bRا tد_�R mهSahآ . t_x` S` b�Rورا_v mq _Y ر را درhآ� Q` mهSد�Sv و {�´nY مS¡R نbRدا_zزS` دايhY Qآ Sxوه_z wTا

 m¯cn�a يSه {c�_� مSoa ي از_cz-_� و mqS¡R ،mYScY ،اي QRSYش  ر�a ن درS� m`_¶ نS`S`از ار QX�_z_` mه��

b��S` mq mهSه��S� tbcYhv يSورهS` m�Td�TS� و QkqS� m�Tدات دS�X�  . `_اي h`SRدي ا

از �z Qno_وهmTSx آQ در اwT روm bR دو SYل TSo� S` ،QX�±z} هSي m�Sq، ا��hqf ،mqS¡R ،maSز�m و رQRSY اي 

  . Sv wo� "b�S` mqد�Sهm اR"¶_ب �Skل z_دz ،tbT_وه�SR Q` mم 

اz wT_وهW آS` Q اSpaذ اXY_ا³aي `_اbRازي �hxoري اmq�Y اT_ان از _T½ ا�bاSqت a_ورY {TSo� S` mX�T_وSx�Tي 

ا��maS آ�hرهSي اS�T_q، ا�cn�R و رژc��a mX�cRhcx©  T{ z_دQqSR_` tbT هSي X�z_دt اي را �x} `_اbRازي 

�²(_ا�hoR mدt آS` Q �´� ا�mx و �aش S`_Yزان S�ozم اSqم زSqن S¡Rم b�qس �hxoري اmq�Y اT_ان  ( QqSR_` wTا

{Yا QX�ScR ½��a لS�q و tb� Q|i Q|´R در Sه .  

{Yا tدh` }Tح ذ_� Q` ازيbRف `_اbه ½��a {x� mهSد�Sv wo�Rا mX�Tور_a tو_z يSxXYScY :  

  . هSي Sqهhارt اي و اX�z  {R_X�T_ش ���Q رQRSY اي z_وهS` W اS|XYدt از ��Sي hTdThnaن -1

2- mxو ا� m�Tد {qh�� }`S�q در SxRf ف �_ار دادنbه S` wc´�a_q و wckoX�q ،نSzb��c` Q�TbRر و اSاز ا�� mTزدا wTد 

  . �hxoري اmq�Y اT_ان و Tb�a{ اwT ا�_اد `Scv QدS¡R tم د�wo در `_اbRازي S¡Rم b�qس �hxoري اmq�Y اT_ان 

�hxo� Qcnري اmq�Y  ارا�hqf Qز�Sxي -3 maScno�mqS¡R و ا��Q` maS ا�_اد �±ب �x� tb} اS�Tد و ارS�aء haان 

  . اT_ان 

4- maS� اS|XYدt از ��S©_ �±ب �x� tb} اS�Rم ا�bاSqت ا��maS و �mYhYS در راSXYي اهbاف Y_وSx�Tي ا�

 Wوه_z يSه QqSR_` اف وbاه wc�Åoو ه woد� .  

5-bم ا�S�Rو ا mTSYS�� ور_a {x� مS¡R ارb�_ يSوه_cR و _©S�� Qcn� maS�  . اSqت ا�

6- mX�Tور_a تSqاbم ا�S�Rا {x� mا�_  .  

7- wTدر ا QXاآ�_ آ�b� wX�_z فbه S` mko� رSXآ� mX�Tور_a يSxaScno� اS�Tد ر�¬ و و��} در آ�hر `S اS�Rم 

�SxaScno و اS�Tد `�_ان ¶Sxq }`S�_cر در آ�hر .  



  ... �c·p} هSي mYScY و ©S��Sن اQ�TbR و R¡_ در �QkqS و _ا�a m_ور -8

 ا�bام `z ¬o` Q±اري و �Scnoت z1387_وهW اSv wo�Rد�Sهm `_ اSYس SxXYScYي �hق ا�±آ_ در �_وردSY tSq wTل 

�Scnoت  wTدر ا Qد آhoR از_c� اءbxا�� bcY ت_�� Qc�c�� در mX�Tور_a14 دتSx� Q` m�c�� ادارانd� R|_ از 

 tbcYاز ر ec` 200وb�Xد دا�hو� dcR انhRS` ل وSYد_i ا از ا�_ادbx� نScq در Qآ ،bRbTد_z زS�RS� و moiز _|R  .  

�f wcnqSن jYha وزارت ا��Sت ��mTSYS و `Q`h° Q دار Y¾_دz ،bRb� t_وهh`dq Wر  Qآ QRS��qام ددbا� wTاز ا �v

�dT)²ي hoRد آQ ه_ `Sر S`_Y jYhaزان S�ozم اSqم زSqن �x} اS�Rم ا�bاSqت bkXqد a_ورmX�T و `_اbRازاQqSR_` QR ر (

bRbTد_z _c�XYن دf }qاh�  . ��mTSYS و 

 QRازاbRاف `_اbي اه_cz mv {x� در maS`SpXRي اS�� از tدS|XYا mهSد�Sv wo�Rا Q` مhYhq Wوه_z تSqاbا� Qno� از

` Q�cqز wTدر ا }cا�_Yو ا �cn�Rا ،S�T_q³ي اaا_XYب اh°رS° در Wوه_z يSه QqSR_` صh·i wTدر ا Qآ ،{Yا tدh

{Yا QXن �_ار دا�f mniدا }qاh�  : ذT{ از _Y ½T_و�T هSي ا��maS د�wo و Y_ان z_وهW در دhXYر آSر 

  .  �f µoوري ا��Sت در h·iص ��Sي اmaS`SpXR دورt ده  رhxo� {YSTري -1

  . �f µo�  ²cوري ا��Sت در h·iص bYSv tS¾Yاران ا��Rب اmq�Y و `-2

  .  ��q mTSYS_اآxq d  و cko�_v} رأي cz_ي `S هbف `z ¬o±اري -3

 ��mTSYS و اS�Rم ا�bاSqت ¤زم �Sqf {xدmz `_اي `z ¬o±اري و اS�Rم ا�bام a_ورmX�T در دو q_آcko�_v d} رأي -4

 WqرSR mا��� b��q ان و_xa دSار� Qc�c�� ي_cz .  

وا�µ در `Sزار ) ع(°c±ر و اdqSqادt زbT) ع( Sqم زادt ��_ت �mn اآ�_ `z ¬o±اري در q_اآQno��q {cko� _v d ا-5

  . xa_ان 

6  - wTbهS�q نS`Sci در µن وا�hcoS� Qc�c�� اري در±z ¬o`  .  

7- {cko�_v dاآ_q در moY و mTScoc� يSه ¬o` از tدS|XYا  .  

  .  ��q mTSYS_اآS�� dس دو�mX `_اي `z ¬o±اري -8

9- xq يSرهS�Rا mTSYS��  mTاد ¶±اhq و {ihY  .  

  .  `_QqSR رdTي �h�f {xدSY tزي fب �_ب xa_ان `hq Qاد Sc�` moYر �hي - 10

11 -Sx`h�f ش_X�z {x� ان_��S�X¶ا Q` }Tي ذSزش هhqf Qارا�  :  

- maرزاS�q يSه QXه� }c��a زشhqf   

  hqfزش ا©hل �|�S} ا��Sت 

  hqfزش o` {iSY¬ هS و SRرW�R هSي دSY {Yز 

S�q زشhqf رشh� b� �cnv S` Qn`  

 mRاdcaرSv رزاتS�q زشhqf  

 m�T_Xك ا��h� tS�XYد {iSY زشhqf  

  hqfزش iSY} اY¾_ي ا�f Wور و روش هSي f S` Qn`S�qن 

  hqfزش ��hد و �h�� bد 

 {R_X�Tدر ا mTSYS�� يSxراه S` Qn`S�q و º�T_Xnc� ر ازh��  hqfزش 

 {TرازSv اجhqا S` Qn`S�q يSزش روش هhqf  

  c�ka¬ و q_ا��} و �hqf ¬c�ka bزش 



 Q�nYا S` رSزش آhqf  

hqارد TS�� QX|z ecv} از fن دارد آz Q_وهa W_ورmX�T اSv wo�Rد�Sهm m دو SYل QX�±z در c�q_ `_اbRازي S¡Rم 

�h�hq Q`  nع در راSXYي اهbاف Y_و�T هSي  S` Wوه_z wTي اS��b�qس �hxoري اmq�Y اT_ان �_آ} hoRدt و ا

  . wo و Y_آ_دSzن z_وهb� Wم `_دا�QX اbRا��maS د�

 mس _ا�SYت `_ اS`SpXRاز ا �v تS�S�X¶ن اST_� در Wوه_z wTا Qآ {Yن اf tbن ده�S�R دh�hq bاهh� wc�Åoه

��hان m�T از `SزوهSي �x_ي �_STن  Q` wcnopq ازيbRزل `_اSv اي از Qk´� انh�� Q` ان_Tا mq�Yري اhxo� نS�oد�

S° Q` از `_ايbRا_` µc��a ،رSxq }`S�_c¶ و tد_X�z يSزي هSY ان `�_ان_Tا mq�Yري اhxo� مS¡R ارbXن ا�bcآ� e�

ا¶��S�X_ان وارد bcqان z_دtbT اY} آQ از �ha mq Qnoان `Q _ا�m و `_QqSR رdTي �x} اS�|Rر `o¬ در �_م 

Qiرhq م را�{ درSqت ا_�� _x´q30/3/88hoR tرSا� mYS��د آS` Q ه�Scري hqSqران ، jYha �_دي `SR Qم `³cن 

�n} اS�|Rر `Q ه�آ} رbcY) رt(��{ از dRدb� WTن `b�q ÍT_� Qس اSqم  Q` .  

��Sرb�a از mهSد�Sv wo�Rا tbRو_v mر�Si wcoxXq :  

1-bxqرS� bc�o�  :b�S` mq _�X�q S�T_qf �n�Rf �� و در tدh` Wوه_z نSzآ_د_Y وي از . �Tو_Y j`را tد_�qSR

 maS�  . �cت اSv wo�Rد�Sهh` mدt و e�R ا©mn را در z_وهW اbTSoR mq S|T و CIA��aا�

  . �qSR_دhxT tدي ا¤©{، ا��_ ا��SYhq maSد `hدt و در آ�hرهSي S�T_qf و اY_ا�h�� }cر دارد:  اS�f }�hRSoTر-2

 اSX�n�Rن �qSR mq_دt در �b�� _xن اh` _�X�q �cn�Rدt و را`z j_وهY S` W_و�T ا��maS:  درداx°h�q QR_ي-3

b�S` .  

 mTS�� tS�XYد jYha نSzد_�qSR از `_اي_c� اءbxا�� bcY Qc�c�� رS�|Rا Qkاز وا� �v {Yذآ_ ا Q` زم¤wanted 

 �cn�Rو ا S�T_qf يSرهhآ� �cnv QRS|YSXq Qآ tbTد_z Qارا� }noا� wc` �cnv Q` و ±iا dq_�) mX�Tور_a تSqاbا�  ¶_cn�

  . هhR Écع هS�oري در دc�XY_ي و bR wcoxXq }Th�aا�QX اbR)  در رQRSY ه�qSR jYhaS_دSzن و T±v_ش h�hqع

  : wcoxXq رد�T اول v_وq tbR±آhر در داi{ آ�hر ��Sرb�a از 

1- ،}c�SoYا bRز_� ،mRSqز mn� Sر� bo�q   

   ا�bo آ_moT، �_زho�q bRد -2

3- Sر�bo�q bR³اد، �_زR mرو� bqS�   

   fرش ر�hv mRSoر، �_زbR داود -4

5- boا� bRز_� ،mر�S� Sر� _cqا   

 WT _ه {�Siان دdcq م وSxaا }T¤ن دSRf {Yاhi_|cو در آ b�S` mq ��k�q tbRو_v در wcoxXq از WT _ت هSqSxaح ا_�

  در �Q�X هSي اci_ ا�·z S_دtbT آQ در hR`} ا��mq �_ا�} و z mq wcc�a_دد 

  Skqون دادSXYن �mqho و ا��Rب xa_ان 

  


